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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem of model uncertainity has gained a prominent position in linear sys­
tems theory. In the design of controls, one must be fully aware that the actual system 
dynamics may differ from the given model. These differences can arise from several 
sources; e.g, environmental changes, modeling errors, linearizations, wear, ageing, 
etc. To account for these differences, researchers introduced uncertain parameters 
in the system model. The objective is to provide stable system operation under all 
possible variations of the uncertainities. Several approaches have been developed for 
the study of these problems, when the uncertain parameters in the system model are 
allowed to vary within given bounds. Hollot and Barmish reformulated the problem 
of stabilization in linear systems, as a search for an "optimal" quadratic Lyapunov 
function [5,17]. Rotea and Khargonekar introduced the concept of "control Lyapunov 
function" in quadratic stabilizability [26]. The robustness of stability of uncertain 
systems are measured via stability radii. Hinrichsen and Pritchard introduce the real 
and complex stability radii [19, 20]. In [18], they relate the stability radius to solu­
tions of an algebraic Riccati equation. In [21] they discuss the differences between 
the complex and real stability radii. Pritchard and Townley examined the robustness 
of stability in the case when the perturbations assume unbounded structure [25]. 
An approach using theory for frequency domain considerations is developed in 
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[15]. The connection between the approach and Lyapunov Function approach is 
discussed by Khargonekar, Petersen and Zhou [23]. Townley and Ryan [28] identify 
systems in which the complex and real stability radii are equal. Colonius and Klie-
mann [9] suggested a Lyapunov exponents approach to stability and instability radii 
for linear systems under structured, real, time varying uncertainties. The theory of 
Lyapunov exponents and Bohl exponents is studied in [16]. The Bohl and the Lya­
punov stability radii coincide for real perturbations [9]. The interrelationship and 
comparison of the various stabilization concepts is described in [10]. 
Consider the family of bilinear systems in 
x{t) = [A + u(f)]a;(f), u{t) eUp, p> 0 (1.1) 
where {Up',p > 0} is an increasing family of sets of real m x m-matrices. The 
admissible perturbations (presenting uncertainities) for each p with values in Up are 
denoted by Up. For a stable matrix A, the (Lyapunov) stability radius rjr ,  with 
respect to {Up\p > 0}, is defined as the lower bound of those p for which there 
exists u Ç: Up such that the system (1.1) has a nonnegative exponential growth rate, 
i.e. a nonnegative Lyapunov exponent. The (Lyapunov) instability radius can be 
defined in similar terms. For u Ç. Up and 0 7^ X-Q 6 the Lyapunov exponent 
of the solution x{t,XQ,u) of x{t) = [A + ii{t)]x{t), t > 0, a;(0) = xg is defined as 
A(a;Q,u) = lim sup y log |z(f, w)|. Let Kp{A) and Kp{A) denote the supremal and 
>00 ' 
infimal Lyapunov exponents of the system over all 0 ^ xg and over all u G Up. The 
Lyapunov stability radius of A is denoted by rj^{A) and is given by 
ri{A) = inf{/9 > 0',Kp{A) > 0}. 
The Lyapunov instability radius of A is denoted by and is given by 
r*i{A) = inf{/) > < 0}. 
The instability radius makes sense for a matrix A that is unstable. In dealing with the 
controllability properties of nonlinear control systems, Kliemann came up with the 
definition of control sets [2]. Properties of control sets are discussed in [7]. These sets 
are useful because they give the points from which the extremal Lyapunov exponents 
can be realized. The characterization of K and K* for bilinear control systems and 
the description of the sets of initial values from which they can actually be realized 
has been studied extensively by Colonius and Kliemann [11]. In [12], they discuss 
the connection between control properties of bilinear systems and basic notions for 
dynamical systems. 
In this paper, we study the control sets and extremal Lyapunov exponents of 
the following system in 2-dimensions: 
x{t) = u{t)x{t), t z(0) = a'o € %^\{0}, u EU, 
where 
and 
U := {u : ^  ^  U : measurable} 
U = { 
/ , \ 
a 0 
:ae [a-,a+],be[b-,b+]. 
c d \ / 
c G [c~6 [d~^d'^],a,h,c,d G %}. 
In Chapter 2, the reader is introduced to the problem, some nonlinear control theory 
and the tools and techniques to calculate control sets. In Chapter 3, the control 
4 
sets are calculated. In Chapter 4, the reader is introduced to Lyapunov exponents 
and their properties. A plausible algorithm for numerical calculations is proved. 
In Chapter 5, control sets, outer envelopes and "least time paths on the projective 
space" are exploited to arrive at explicit analytic results for the extremal Lyapunov 
exponents. It is not possible to carry out the analytical calculations all the way. So, 
in order to complete our calculations, we resort to numerics. 
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CHAPTER 2. SOME NONLINEAR CONTROL THEORY 
Consider the bihnear control system 
J 
x { t )  =  ^  ( 2 . 1 )  
i=l 
where UQ : D, C^^,Cl compact and connected, 
A j  :  Q, ^  g l { d ,  %) (the d  x d  matrices) is continuous for j  =  0, 
—» % for i  =  
Denote U — CL X and choose as admissible controls 
U  =  { u  :  — >  U  measurable } 
such that for each XQ G and each u  £ U  the equation (2.1) has a unique solution 
denoted by x{i,XQ,u), t > 0. We will use the weak*-topology of i/°°(3î, 3î"^) = 
(Z,^(3%, %"^))* on U, because it impHes the uniform convergence on compact time 
intervals of the corresponding trajectories of (2.1). 
The Lyapunov exponent of the solution x { t , X Q , u )  of (2.1) is defined as 
A(xQ,u) = limsup J log |a;(^,XQ,u)|. (2.2) 
t—*oo '  
It can be expressed in terms of the angular behaviour of the solution by projecting 
the system onto the projective space P in With s := x/|x| G P, the projected 
6 
system reads 
m 
s{t) = h{u{t),s{t)) = hQ{u,s) 4- (2 3) 
i=l 
with h j { u , s )  =  { A j { u o )  —  gj(uQ,g) •  I d ) s ,  j  = 0, 
( l j i u o , s )  =  s ' ^ A j { u Q ) s ,  
m 
q{u,s) = qQ{uQ,s) + ^ u^q^(uQ,s), 
2 = 1 
where ^ denotes transposition and Id is the d x d identity matrix. 
We have 
|.T(f,.TO,ti)| = |a;olexp(^ q(u(T),s(T,SQ,u))dT) 
and therefore 
1 /-i 
A(so, ÎI) = lim sup - / <?(ii(r), S(T, SQ, U))dT (2.4) 
t—yoo '  •'U 
where S { T , S Q , U )  denotes the solution of (2.3) with initial value 5q = TrpXQ. Here 7rp 
is the projection of onto the projective space P. 
The control structure of the system (2.3) is crucial in the computation of the 
Lyapunov exponents. Denote by C the Lie algebra generated by the system's vector 
fields, i.e. 
C  =  C A { h { u ,  • ) ,  u  =  { u Q , u i , . . . , u m )  E  U ) .  
In order to exclude notational complications, we will assume the following local ac­
cessibility condition for (2.3): 
d i m C A { h { u , - ) ,  u  =  { i i Q , u i , . . . , u m )  &  U } { s )  =  d  —  I  i o v  a \ \  s  £ P .  (2.5) 
This condition is well-known in nonlinear control theory and means that at every 
point s G P the subspace of the tangent space T^P obtained by evaluating all vector 
fields in £ at s coincides with TsP. 
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The positive orbits of (2.3) for t  > 0 ,  5 G P are defined as 
0^{s) := {y EP : there exists u E U with s{t,s,u) = y], 
and the reachable set from s GP using controls in U is = (J (s). Similarly 
t>0 
the negative orbits of (2.3) for / > 0, 5 G P are defined as 
( 5 )  := {?/ G P : there exists u Ç. U with s{t^y,u) =  5 } ,  
and (!?~(5) = [JC?^(s). (2.5) ensures that Z7ïi(!?'^(s) ^ 0 and m<(!?~(s) ^ 0 for 
t>0 
all 5 G P [22, Theorem 2.7]. However this does not imply that (2.3) is controllable 
on P. There exist topologically nice sets in P, where controllability holds. Recall the 
definition of a control set and it's properties from [11]. 
Definition 2.1 A set D cP is called a control set for (2.3), 
( i )  i fO'^{s)  D D for al l  s  E D,  
(ii) if for every S Q  E D there exists u EU such that s{t, S Q ,u) E D for all t >0 and 
(Hi) if D is maximal with respect to these properties. 
A control set D with C'^(s) = D for all s E D is called an invariant control set. 
Consider a semilinear control systems of the form 
x{t) = A{u{t))x{t), F G a;(0) = XQ G u EU, (2.6) 
where A : V gl{d,^) is continuous on an open set V C with V D U, U 
being convex and compact and U = {u : ^ U locally integrable }. By the above 
definition, if V C W is a dense subset, then the control sets defined via V are the 
same as those defined via U. This applies in particular to the continuous, piecewise 
8 
constant functions in U. Corresponding to solutions of (2.6) with piecewise constant 
u EU, we have the systems group and semigroup 
g = ^ ^ A{uj),uj 6 UJ = TV} C Gl{d,^) 
S  = { E ^ r i B n ^ ^ J i B i  . > o,B^. = A { u j ) , u j  G U , j  =  N }  C Gl{d,^). 
S acts in a natural way on the projective space P. If *9 acts transitively on P, i.e. if for 
all .T, J/ G P there exists g E S with y = gx then the system (2.6) is called completely 
controllable on P. Hypothesis (2.5) on system (2.6) implies that Ç acts trasitively 
on P, i.e. for all a E P one has {gs : <7 G ^} = P [3, proposition 2.1]. Under 
hypothesis (2.5), exact controllability in finite time holds in the interior of control 
sets with nonvoid interior [7, proposition 2.3], i.e. if D is a control set with nonvoid 
interior then for all x,y E D there exists g E S with y = gx. Chapter 3 describes 
the control sets with nonvoid interior for two dimensional semilinear systems. The 
action of S on the projective space P is given by 
s { t )  =  h { u { t ) , s { t ) ) , t  G 3î,s(0) = 5Q G P (2.7) 
with "S = and h{u, s) = (/!(«) — A{u)s • ld)s. With h{u, s) as the vector field on 
P, S(-,5Q,U) denotes the solution of (2.7) corresponding to the solution X ( - , X Q , U )  of 
(2.6) with 5Q = -r^. The sets of group and semigroup elements at time t, i.e with 
FOl 
53 |ij| = i, are denoted by Çf and Sf, respectively. The sets of group and semigroup 
elements at time less than or equal to t, i.e with < t, are denoted by 
and 5<f, respectively. In terms of the systems semigroup, for every i > 0 we have 
clO^(5) = cl{y G P : there is ^ G <S^ with y = <75} 
clO^ (s) = cl{y G P : there is g G Sf with s  =  g y } ,  
9 
because of the fact that trajectories of (2.7) can be approximated by trajectories 
corresponding to piecewise constant controls (uniformly on bounded time-intervals). 
Here"c/" denotes closure taken with respect to the given topology on P. 
The following theorem is used in Chapter 3 and is proved in [8, Theorem 3.10]: 
Theorem 2.1 Assume that the semilinear system (2.7) in P satisfies hypothesis 
(2.5) and the system is of dimension 2 {d = 2). Then the system has the follow­
ing properties: 
(i) There are at most two control sets (D^, i = 1,2) with nonvoid interior in P. 
(ii) The control sets with nonvoid interior are linearly ordered where the order is de­
fined by < Dj iff there exists E Sj ^  Dj, t > 0, and g G Sf with gs  ^ = Sj. 
(Hi) For every t > 0, every g E intSc^i every A E spec g ("spec g" denotes the 
spectrum of g) there is a control set with nonvoid interior such that the gener­
alized eigenspace E{X) satisfies np{E{X)) C int Df, the interior of the control sets 
with nonvoid interior consist exactly of those elements a E P which are projections 
of eigenvectors for a real eigenvalue of some g E Si f]int for some t > 0. 
(iv) For every g E S and every X  E spec g there is some control set having non-
void interior with 7rp(E(A)) Qc/ ^ 0; for every control set and every g E S 
there exists X E spec g with Trp{E{X)) f]cl 0. 
(v) The control set Dg, if it exists, is closed and invariant and £>2 = Q cZ (9"^(s), 
SEP 
the control set is open and cl Di = Q cl 0~{s). 
SEP 
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CHAPTER 3. THE CONTROL SETS FOR d = 2 
In this section we calculate the control sets of the semilinear control system 
introduced in Chapter 2, under the hypothesis (2.5) and with x G 3%^. Recall that 
the system is of the form 
x { t )  =  A { u { t ) ) x { i ) ,  < E a;(0) = .TQ G 3î^\{0}, u  (3.1) 
where A : 3%^^ gf(2, %) is continuous on an open set V D t/, U being convex and 
compact. Define 
Ù  := cl{v4(t((<)) :  t  u  E U }  
a compact subset of g/(2,%). We can now look at the system (3.1) as a new system 
of the following form : 
x { t )  =  u { t ) x { t ) ,  t  .'c(O) = XQ G 3?^\{0}, Û  E Ù ,  (3.2) 
where Ù  := { û  and 
Ù = { 
/ , \ 
a 0 
yc d } 
ae [a-,a+], b e [ b - , b + l  
c G [c , c ' ^ ] , d E [ d  , d ' ^ ] ,  a , b , c , d  E  ^ ] .  
Let 
û { i )  = :  '  U l i t )  U 2 { t )  ^  
u ^ { t )  u ^ { t )  
where w, : % —^ i = 1,2,3,4 
/ 
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and 
G [a~,a+],ii2(i) € [6~,6+],U3(<) € [c~,c^],u^{t) € [d~,d'^]. 
By projecting (3.2) onto the projective space P = we have the system 
(^ = U3 cos^((^) + («4 — tt]^) cos((/>) sin(^) — U2 sin^(<^) = h{û, (f)), (3.3) 
where û £ U. With the transformation 7 = tan((^) for (j) £ (~"^>§)) (3.3) becomes 
7 = U3 + («4 -  ui)7 -  «27^' (3.4) 
where 7 6 %, 6 [a~,a"^], ^2 € U3 G [c",c"l"], U4 6 [c?~,(i''']. Note 
that for (j) = ^ and (f) = —7, ^ — —U2-
The following theorem gives a first step towards finding invariant control sets. 
Theorem 3.1 Let M be a 1-dimensional compact smooth manifold and x = %Q(z) 
on M with XQ being continuous on M and x meaning the derivative of x with respect 
to t, where t is in There exists a nonempty invariant set in M, that is not all of 
M if and only if %Q(a;) = 0 for some x 6 M. 
Proof: If %Q(a;Q) = 0 for some XQ 6 M then a;Q is an invariant set by itself and one 
part of the theorem is proved. To prove the other part of the theorem we assume 
the existence of a nonempty invariant set in M along with the fact that for every 
ZQ G M, A''Q(XQ) ^ 0 and arrive at a contradiction. 
Since M is 1-dimensional and compact, there exists a diffeomorphism F from M onto 
[0,1) [1, Chapter 5]. Let T{m) denote the set of all tangent vectors to M at m. F 
induces a linear transformation F* : T{m) R(F(m)) for each m G M [4, page 
46]. Define Y{y) = F*[A'O(F~^(Î/))], for y G [0,1). Y{y) is a vector field on [0,1) 
12 
y = a + y 
Figure 3.1: This describes part of the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
which is said to be induced by F from XQ. We can define Y on % by making it 
1-periodic. Since A'Q(.TQ) ^ 0 for every x E M, Y{y) ^ 0 for every y G [0,1). Also 
being continuous implies Y is continuous on The last two statements imply 
that if V(2/o) < 0 for some i/Q E % then Y{y) < 0 for all y E %. Without loss of 
generality Y{y) < 0 for all y E 
Since Y { y )  is continuous and 1-periodic and [0,1] is compact, there exists a C  such 
that maxy(j/) =  C  <  0 .  Compare the two systems y  =  Y { y )  on 2/(0) = î/Q and 
I/E3Î 
z  =  C , z { 0 )  = 2/Q where yQ E [0,1). By the comparison theorem [27, Chaplygin's 
t heorem on differential inequalities], y{t,yo) < Ct + yQ for t > 0. Let x{t,XQ) be 
a solution to x = A'Q(Z), with z(0) = XQ and let R(XO) = yQ- Pick an integer 
n < yQ — 1. Since C < 0, there exists T such that z{T) = n. In fact T = " . 
Since Y is continuous, so is y{t,yQ). We have i/(r, j/g) < n. By the intermediate 
value theorem, there exists T,0 <T <T such that y{T,yQ) = n (Figure 3.1). This 
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means that for any X-Q 6 M  there exists a T  such that X { T , X Q )  = R~^(Y(R, Î/Q)) = 
r - l ( n )  =  r - l ( O )  =  X Q  i , e . ,  { x i t , X Q ) ,  0  <  t  <  f }  =  ? - ! { % / ( ( , y g ) ,  0  <  t  <  f }  D  
r~^{[n,n + 1]} = r""^[0,1] = M. In particular ïi D C M were invariant, then we 
have shown that for any G D, {x(f,a;Q), 0 < f < T} = M, for some T > 0. This 
contradicts the invariance of D. Hence, if there exists a nonempty invariant set in 
M, that is not all of M then %Q(a;) = 0 for some x E M. 
I 
In calculating the control sets of (3.3) we use the following facts from [13, Theorem 
3.2] and Theorem 2.1, reminding ourselves that we are working under assumption 
(2.5): 
Remark 3.1 (i) If there does exist a nontrivial (neither empty nor the whole space) 
invariant control set of (3.3) in P, it is closed and has a nonvoid interior. The set 
[(f>li<f>2] ÎS a nontrivial invariant control set iff h{û,4>i) > 0 and A(û, <^2) ^ 0 for all 
V, EÛ and for all (j) E (^l)<^2) ^here exists Û]^,Û2 £ U such that ^(û^, ^ ) > 0 and 
h{Û2, 4>) < 0-
(ii) A nontrivial noninvariant control set of (3.3) is open and has a nonvoid interior. 
The set {(f>ii4'2) ^ noninvariant control set iff h{u,(j)i) < 0 and /i(û,(/>2) > 0 for 
all Û E Û and for all <f> G {(j)i, (^2) there exists ûi,û2 G Ù such that h{ûi,^) > 0 and 
h{Û2,<j>) < 0. 
To simplify notations in the upcoming calculations we make the following defi­
nitions: 
K  : = Ù  =  [«",«+] X [ B - , B + ]  X [c~,c+] X 
disc(a, 6, c, d) := {d — a) + 46c 
14 
discmn := min disc(a, 6, c, d) 
{a,b,c,d)eK 
T2l(a.6.c,<i) ••=^r- \/(^'^ + ï ^ »• 
71 b e d )  721 ^ g are the real solutions of the equation c  +  { d  —  0)7 —  
67^ = 0 when 6 ^ 0, if at all the solutions do exist. arctan(7i ^ ^ and 
arctan(72|^g ^ ^ ^p are the points on P that are projections of the eigenvectors cor­
responding to the eigenvalues of û { t )  =  
/ , \ 
a b 
We can find the end points of 
the nontrivial control sets with nonvoid interior by finding the supremum (maxi­
mum in our case) and infimum (minimum in our case) of arctan(7i I (a bed^ and 
arctan(72|^g 6 c </)) all {a,b,c,d) £ K. For 6^0, Theorem 3.1 tells us that 
( 3 . 4 )  h a s  a  n o n t r i v i a l  i n v a r i a n t  s e t  i f f  d i s c ( a ,  6 ,  c , d )  >  0  f o r  s o m e  ( a ,  b ,  e ,  d )  6  K .  
Notice that if discmn> 0 then disc(a, b, e,d) >0 for all (a, 6, c, d) G K implying that 
'^l\{a,b,e,d) ')'2l(a,6,c,fi) ^xist for all {a,b,c,d) E K. If 6~ = 6+ = 0 and 
(a, b,e, d) G K then ( — 7) = —^ foi' all f > 0, in (3.3). This gives int C?"''(—y) = 
0 violating hypothesis (2.5). (2.5) does not allow invariant control sets with empty 
interior. If a~ = = a, b~ — b'^ = b ^ 0, c~ = c"^ = c, d~ = d"^ = d and 
disc(a,6,c, J) > 0 then the interior of 0'^(arctan7;|^- 6 c J))^ ^ = 1,2 are empty, 
violating hypothesis (2.5). Since we are working under assumption (2.5), the above 
mentioned cases will not be considered in our analysis. 
Theorem 3.2 Suppose equation (3.3) satisfies hypothesis (2.5). 
a) If discmn < 0 then (3.3) has one control set, which is P. 
b) If discmn > 0 then (3.3) has two control sets. The control sets are the following 
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(these cases are named the way they appear in the proof); 
Case(Ai (i)):[ d" - a+ = d+ - a", b" = b+ > 0 ] 
(arctan72l(„__j+_^+_^+j, ai-ctan72l(„+_j,_ 
CasefAi (ii)):[ d~ - a+ = d+ - a~", b~ = b+ < 0 ] 
|arctan72|(^+_j__^__^_j, arctam72l(.-_|,+,^+_^+,l ""d 
(arctan7i|(^_ arctan7ll(„+ 
Case(A2(ia)): [ d~ - a+ ^ d+ - a~, b~ = b+ > 0, c" > 0 ] 
(ai-ctan 72 ) • "^^tan ^ 2 l(.-,t+,c-X+))' 
Case(A2(iba)):[ 0 < d~ - a+ ^ d+ - a~, b~ = b+ > 0, c+ < 0 ] 
arctan7i|(^__j+^^+_^+jl and 
("<='^"72l(„-,6+,c+,d+). 
Case(A2(ibb)):[ d" - a+ ^ d+ - a" < 0, b" = b+ > 0, c+ < 0 ] 
[a''Ctan7ll(„-,t+,,-y+), arctan7i|j^+_j_^^+_^_j] and 
(a.-c«='°72l(„+_i-_^+,rf-). ''2l(a-,4+,£-,<;+))• 
Case(A2(ica)):[ 0 < d~ - a+ ^ d+ - a~, b~ = b+ > 0, 0 G (c~,c+) ] 
[ai-ctan7ll(„+l(„-^i+_^+_^+)l and 
( a r c t a n 7 2 l ( „ + y - ) ,  a r c l a n 7 2 | ( ^ + _ j _ _ ^ _ _ ^ _ j ) .  
Case(A2(icb)):[ d" - a+ ^ d+ - a" < 0, b" = b+ > 0, 0 G (c-,c+) ] 
l"c'"Tll(o-.6+,c-,rf+)' Tll(„-,i,+ ,c+,<i+)l ""i 
Case(A2(iia)):[ d" - a+ ^ d+ - a", b~ = b+ < 0, c+ < 0 ] 
(arctan71 ?!l(a+,(.+,c-,rf-))-
Case(A2(nba)):[ 0 < d" — a"  ^  ^d"*" — a~, b~ = b"*" <0, c"" > 0 ] 
la''='an72l(„-_i+_c-_rf+. "<:"«>T2l(„+_i,-_^+_^-)) "nd 
("•c'a"7ll(„+_j-^^+_^-). ai-ctan7ll(„-_j+_^-_^+)). 
Case(A2(nbb):[ d" - a+ ^ d+ - a" < 0, b" = b+ < 0, c" > 0 ] 
la.c'an72l(„+,i-_^-y-), arctan72l(^__j+_^+_^+,l and 
("C''"71 l(o-.6-,c+,</+)' 
Case(A2(iica)):[ 0 < d~ — a"  ^  ^d"  ^ — a~", b~" = b"*" < 0, 0 G (c~,c" )^ ] 
la.-cta"72l(„-,(,-,e-.rf+. »'•<='»"72l(„+_t+_,+ _rf-)l "nd 
(^''c'a"7ll(„+_j-^<,+ y-), arctan 
Case(A2(ncb)):[ d" - a+ ^ d+ - a" < 0, b~ = b+ < 0, 0 G (c"",c+) ] 
|arcta.,72l(^__j+_^__^+, arctan72|(^__j+_^+_^+j] and 
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(arctan7ll(a-,b-,c+,d+)' ^1 '(a+ ,b+ ,c-,<i-)^' 
Case(Bi (ia)):[ 0 < b" b+, c" = c+ > 0 ] 
[arctan7il(g+ (,+ ,c+,(f-)' Cretan 
(arctan 721 (^-t- ,6" ,c- ,d- ) ' '>'21 (a" ,6+ ,c+ ,rf+ ) ^  ' 
d- - a+ > 0, 0 < b" f b+, c" = c+ < 0 ] 
[arctanifil^^+^^+^g+^^-y arctan^ll^^-
(arctan 721 ,d+ ' ^21 («+ ,6+ ,c+ ,d- )^• 
Casefgifi66j;;[ d+ - a" < 0, 0 < b" ^  b+, c" = c+ < 0 ] 
[arctan71 |(g_ (,+,c+,d+)' arctan71 and 
(arctan721(^+^6-,C-/Z-)' Cretan721(^-^6+,c+,j+))' 
Case(Bi (iiaaa)):[ d" - a+ > 0, 0 < b" ^  b+, c" ^  c+ < 0 ] 
[arctan7il^^+ ;,+ g-j-y arctan71 and 
(aictan72l(g-^6-^c+,d+)' 
Case(Bi(iiaab)):[ d+ - a" < 0, 0 < b" ^  b+, c" f c+ < 0 ] 
[arctan7ll(g_ 6+,c-,d+' arctan7it(^+^(,-^g+X-)] 
(arctan721(^+^6-,c+/^-)' Cretan721(^-^6+,c-,j+))' 
CasefB-j (iiaba)):[ d~ - a+ > 0, 0 < b" ^ b+, 0 G (c-,c+) ] 
[ a r c t a n 7 i l ( ^ + , 6 + a r c t a n 7 l l ( ^ _  
(arctan72l(g+^6-^c+^j-), 
Case(Bi (iiabb)):[ d+ - a" < 0, 0 < b" ^  b+, 0 E (c-,c+) ] 
(arctan'y2l(^+^6-,c+/-)' ^(=^^T'2l(o-,6+,c-,j+))' 
Case(B^ (iib)):[ 0 < b" ^  b+ < 0, 0 < c" ^  c+ ] 
[ a r c t a n 6 +  
(arctan72l(g+ 6-,c+,d-)' ^(:^^T'2l(a-,6+,c-,d+))' 
Case(B2(ia)):[ b" ^  b+ < 0, c" = c+ < 0 ] 
[arctan72l(g-^6+,c-,d+' ^"''^^'^21(0+,6",c+X")] 
( a r c t a n 7 l l ( g - ) >  a r c t a n 7 ^ ( , + g -
Case(B2(iba)):[ d" - a+ > 0, b' f b+ < 0, c" = c+ > 0 ] 
[arctan72l((,-,6+,c-X+' ^'''=^^"'y2l(o+,6-,c+X-)] 
(arctan7il(^+ 6-,c+,d-), ^rctan7il(^_ 6+,c-,(/+))-
Case(B2(ibb));[ d+ - a" < 0, b" ^  b+ < 0, c" = c+ > 0 ] 
[arctan72l((,+^6+,c-
(arctan7il(^_ 6-,c+,(Z+)' ^rctan7il(^+ 6+,c-X-))' 
Case(B2(naaa)):[ d" - a+ > 0, b" f b+ < 0, 0 < c" ^  c+ ] 
[arctan721(^-^6+,c-,(Z+' 
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(aiclaiiTi ,.+j-y arctan 71 ,<+))' 
Case(By (iiaab)):\ d+ - a" < 0, b" ^  b+ < 0, 0 < c~ ?! c+ J 
Case(B2 (iiaba)):\ d" - a+ > 0, b" ^  b+ < 0, 0 6 (c-,c+) ] 
kcla„72l(„-_j+_^__^+, arctanand 
(arctan71 ^'•cta„7il(„+_j+_^__^_j). 
Case(B2(iiahb)):\ d+ - a" <0, b" ^  b+ < 0, 0 G (c-,c+) ] 
^aict' '"'^2l(a-^^+^c-,c^+' ai-ctan-ygl^g-^^-and 
Case(B') (iib)):\ b^ ^  b+ < 0, c~ ^ c+ < 0 ] 
''"•C'an72l(„-,i+,c-.<i+). and 
Case(B^{ia)):[ d~ - a+ > 0, 0 G (b~,b+) , c" > 0 ] 
[--, aictan'y2l(a+^6-,c+,(/-)] ^  
Case(B^{ih)):\ d" - a+ > 0, 0 G (b", b+) , c+ < 0 ] 
[--, aictan'y2l^g+^^_ U 1] and 
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(«"="'n^ll(a-,6-,c+,<i+)' ,<(-))• 
Case(B^{ic)):[ d" - a+ > 0, 0 G (b-,b+) , 0 € (c-,c+) ] 
1-|, arctan72l(^+_j__^+_^_jlu[arctan7il(_^+_j+^^__^_j, |] and 
(arcten7ll(„+_i,- ,.+ ,j-). '"'c'™T2l(a+,6+,c-,j-))' 
Case(B^{iia)):[ d+ - a" < 0, 0 G (b-,b+) , c" > 0 ] 
kctan7ll(.+ ,,+,c-.d-)' 
Case(B^{iib)):[ d+ - a" < 0, 0 G (b-,b+) , c+ < 0 ] 
(arclan7i|(^__j+_^__^+j, arctan72l(„+_t-_^+,rf-)l ""d 
[-|, arcta„72|(^_ ,,+ _^__^+))U(arctail7i|(^__j__^+__j+j, |l. 
Case(B^{iic)):[ d+ - a" < 0, 0 G (b-,b+) , 0 G (c-,c+) ] 
Ktan7ll(„-_j+_^-_^+). arctan72|(^__j__^+_^+)] and 
Proof: a) If cliscmn < 0 then there exists (à, 6, c, J) G K with 6, c ^ 0 such that 
disc(â, 6, c, d) < 0. Consider the differential equation 
cos-'(çi>)(c + (J — à)tan((^) — 6tan*'(</i)) if G (— 
—b \{ <j> = — Y or Y' 
disc(a, 6, c, J) < 0 implies that ^ 0. By Thoerem 3.1, there does not exist a 
nonempty invariant set in P that is not all of P. Since C"^(s) =P for all a G P and 
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P is completely controllable. 
b) If discmn > 0 we have several cases to consider. But before discussing the different 
cases, we have to analyze the behaviour of 711 5 c d) 721 (a bed) respect to 
a, 6, cand d. In what follows, we will be referring to 71 c,(i) '^2\[a,b,c,d) 
functions 7^ and 72 respectively, which have K for their domain. Since d and a occur 
only as (d — a) in (3.4), define k := d — a. Now K := X x [c~,c~''] 
where k~ = d~ — a"^ and = d"^ — a~. With this definition, disc(/;, b, c) := + 
4k, discmn := rmn ^disc(t,6,c),7il(t,6,c) - à + ^2l(fc,6,c) -
We begin by keeping b fixed at 6 ^ 0. For convenience of notation let us define 
q := Then q E where q~ = ^ and when 6 > 0, and 
q~ = and q'^ = when 6 < 0. Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3 give the behaviour of 
the discriminant with respect to q. These and all the figures that follow are only to 
depict the monotonicities, intercepts and sign (positive or negative) of functions. The 
reader is forewarned not to gather any other information from these figures because 
they are not accurate for properties other than monotonicities, intercepts and sign. 
For Ï < 0 and 0 G we have discmn= For b < 0 and 0 0 
we have discmn= (9"^)^ + ^ or {q~)^ + For 6 > 0 and 0 E [ç"",?"''] we 
have discmn= For 6 > 0 and 0 0 [g",we have discmn= (g"*")^ -f- ^ 
ox{q~)^ + Note that when 0 E [<y^,(/"*"] then either c"^ < 0 or c~ > 0 i.e., 
0 0 (c"~, c"^), and for c = 0 we have 
71 = 
as Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 show 
0 for fy < 0 
and 72 = 
2q for <7 > 0 
—2q for </ < 0 
0 for <7 > 0, 
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disc 
q2+ c 
h 
Ç 
, \ y "q 
t> c=C 
Figure 3.2: Behaviour of the discriminant with respect to q for fixed 6 > 0. 
disc 
c=c" < 0 
+ c 
c= 0 
c=c >0 
Figure 3.3: Behaviour of the discriminant with respect to q for fixed 6 < 0. 
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Figure 3.4: Behaviour of 7]^ with respect to q for fixed c = 0. 
Figure 3.5: Behaviour of 72 with respect to q for fixed c = 0. 
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c = 0  
Figure 3.6: Behaviour of 7]^ with respect to q for fixed 6 > 0 and fixed c > 0. 
Case(i): Assume the fixed 1) is positive. By looking at the derivatives of 7j and 
72 with respect to c we see that for a fixed q, 72 increases with respect to c and 72 
decreases with respect to c. By looking at the derivative of 7^ and 72 with respect 
to q we see that for a fixed positive c, both 7^ and 72 increase with respect to q. 
If 0 £ [(/"",in order to have discmn > 0, we must have c~ > 0 (Figure 3.2, 
Figure 3.3). Therefore, in case 0 G [q~,q'^] then 7^ and 72 increase with respect to 
q as shown in Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7. If 0 ^ and c is fixed at c > 0 
then again by analyzing derivatives with respect to q we see that 7^ and 72 increase 
with respect to q as shown in (Figure 3.6,Figure 3.7). If 0 ^ [g",and c is fixed 
at c < 0 then note that either q~ > 1/^ or q"^ < —t/-^. For q = i/-^ or — 
\j  b v° y 6 \  b 
/ïi[ 
note that 72 = 72. For q > y 71 increases and 72 decreases with respect to q and 
b o t h  r ^ m f l i n  n n s i f i v A  F n i -  r i  <  —  i / l M  e ain po tive. or q  7 2  d e c r e a s e s  a n d  7 2  i n c r e a s e s  w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  
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o O  '  
,+ q 
Figure 3.7: Behaviour of 72 with respect to q for fixed 6 > 0 and fixed c > 0. 
q and both remain negative. These properties are sketched in Figure 3.8. 
Case(ii); Assume the fixed b is negative. For a fixed q, 7]^ decreases with respect 
to c and 72 increases with respect to c. For a fixed negative c, both 7^ and 72 increase 
with respect to q just as in Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10. If 0 E in order 
to have discmn > 0, we must have c"^ < 0 as shown in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3. 
Therefore, in case 0 G [</"", <7then 7^ and 72 increase with respect to q as shown in 
Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10. If 0 0 [</",</"''] and c is fixed at c < 0 then again 7^ and 
72 increase with respect to q like in Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10. If 0 ^ [g", and 
c is fixed at c > 0 then note that either q~ > or q'^ < For q = or 
— note that 7^ =72- For q > 71 increases and 72 decreases with respect 
to q and both remain positive. For q < 71 decreases and 72 increases with 
respect to q and both remain negative. These behaviours are shown in Figure 3.11. 
Recall that the case when b = 0 cannot arise for (2.5) to be satisfied. Now that 
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Figure 3.8: Behaviour of and 72 with respect to q for fixed b> 0 and fixed c < 0. 
Figure 3.9: Behaviour of 7^ with respect to q for fixed 6 < 0 and fixed c < 0. 
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c< 0 
Figure 3.10: Behaviour of 72 with respect to q for fixed 6 < 0 and fixed c < 0. 
£ 
D 
cr 
Figure 3.11; Behaviour of 7^ and 72 with respect to q for fixed b < 0 and fixed 
c > 0. 
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the behaviour of 7]^ and 72 with respect to q and c are figured out for a fixed b, we 
proceed to analyze the behaviour of 7^ and 72 with respect to b for fixed c = c and 
fixed k = k. c = 0 doesn't arise because in this case O'^(O) = 0 and hypothesis (2.5) 
is violated. For 6 ^ 0 we have the derivative of 7^ and 72 with respect to b to be 
—k k^ + 2cb .  —k k^ + 2cb 
i â.nd 
6^ yk'^ + 46c }P'\Jk'^ 46c 
respectively. If neither c nor b is ever zero, notice that 7^ and 72 are monotone in 
b. Besides the derivatives, we use the following power series expansions of 7^ and 72 
for 6 % 0 in the cases below: 
Case(l): Assume k = k < 0 and c = c < 0. If either 6~ > 0 or 6"'" < 0, we have 
found that 7^ and 72 are monotone with respect to b. Hence we deal with the whole 
analysis in two parts. 
Case(la): Here we assume that b'^ < 0. By taking the power series expansions above, 
we see that, close to 6 = 0, 79 = ^ — • • •. We know that 72 is monotone in b 
and for b negative and close to 0, the derivative of power series expansion of 72 with 
2 
respect to 6 is which is negative. So 72 decreases with respect to b. Looking at 
the derivative, we see that 7^ increases respect to b. Also observe that7]^ remains 
positive and 72 remains negative for all 6 < 6"^. 
Case(lb): Here we assume that b~ > 0. By taking the power series expansions above, 
we see that,  close to 6  = 0 71  = ^  — -. We know that 71  is monotone in b 
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Figure 3.12: This figure depicts Case(l), when t < 0 and c < 0. 
and for b positive and close to 0, the derivative of power series expansion of 72 with 
2 
respect to 6 is which is negative. So 71 decreases with respect to 6. Looking at 
the derivative, we see that 72 increases respect to b. Also observe that 7^ remains 
greater than 72 and 7^ remains negative for all b > b~. In Order to have discmn 
7" 2 7" ^ 
> 0, we must have 6"^ < —At 6 = —7]^ = 72 = —It can also be verified 
c 
that lim 71 = lim 79 = — T- Figure 3.12 gives all the above details in a picture. 
6^0+ 6-.0- ® 
Case(2): Assume I- < 0 and c > 0. As before, we deal with the whole analysis 
in two parts. 
Case(2a): Here we assume that 6"*" < 0. In this case, we can verify that 7^ increases 
and 72 decreases with respect to b. 7^ remains greater than 72 and 72 remains 
t2 
positive for all b > b~. In Order to have discmn > 0, we must have b~ > — A t  
P 9c 
^ = "Ic'71 =72 = -J-
30 
Figure 3.13: This figure depicts Case(2), when k < 0 and c > G. 
Case(2b): Here we assume that b~ > G. In this case, we can verify that Ji decreases 
and 72 increases with respect to b. remains positive and 72 remains negative for 
all b < 6"*". Verify that lim 71 = lim 72 = —y. Figure 3.13 gives all the above 
6^0+ 6-40- ^ 
details in a picture. 
Case(3): Assume k > 0 and c > G. As before, we deal with the whole analysis 
in two parts. 
Case(3a): Here we assume that 6"^ < 0. In this case, we can verify that 7^ increases 
and 72 decreases with respect to b. 7^ remains greater than 72 and 7^ remains 
~2 
negative for all b > b~. In Order to have discmn > G, we must have b~ >  — A t  
P 9c 
^ = =T2 = -X-
Case(3b): Here we assume that b~ > G. In this case, we can verify that 7^ decreases 
and 72 increases with respect to b. 7^ remains positive and 72 remains negative for 
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T 1 c 1 • 
i 12 :x ^  1 I 
krilTZZ 2c_ T k 
Figure 3.14: This figure depicts Case(3), when A: > 0 and c > 0. 
all b < 6^". Verify that lim 79 = lim 71 =  — F i g u r e  3 . 1 4  g i v e s  a l l  t h e  a b o v e  
6_0+ 6-.0- 6 ^ 
details in a picture. 
Case(4): Assume t > 0 and c < 0. 
Case(4a): Here we assume that 6^" < 0. In this case, we can verify that 7^ increases 
and 72 decreases with respect to b. 72 remains positive and 72 remains negative for 
all  b < b"^.  
Case(4b): Here we assume that b~ > 0. In this case, we can verify that 7^ decreases 
and 72 increases with respect to b. 72 remains greater than 72 and 72 remains 
positive for all b> b~. In Order to have discmn > 0, we must have b"^ < At 
6 = —4%, 71 = 79 = — Verify that lim 79 — lim 71 = — y- Figure 3.15 4c' h ^ k 6—>0" 
gives all the above details in a picture. 
Case(5): Assume k = 0 and c > 0. In this case, we must have > 0 because 
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Figure 3.15: This figure depicts Case(4), when k > 0 and c < 0. 
= y ^  and 72 — ""y f • 71 decreases and 72 increases with respect to b. 7^ remains 
positive and 72 remains negative for ail b> b~. 
Case(6): Assume h = 0 and c < 0. In this case, we must have 6"*" < 0. 7% 
increases and 72 decreases with respect to b. 7^ remains positive and 72 remains 
negative for all b> b~. 
Summarizing the monotonicities that we just found, we have that for 6 > 0, 
72 decreases and 72 increases with respect to b and for 6 < 0, 7^ increases and 72 
decreases with respect to b. For 0 6 Figure 3.12, Figure 3.13, Figure 3.14 
and Figure 3.15 summarise the behaviour of 7^ and 72 with respect b. Because the 
transformation 7 = tan (f) is one to one and tan (j) is monotone with respect to (j) 
on (—Y, 7), the monotonicities of 7^ and 72 in (3.4) give us the monotonicities of 
arctan 7^ and arctan 72 in (3.3). We are now in a position to calculate the control 
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(A):b = b ^ 0 
(Aj):k = l? (A ):kAk^ 
(A (i)): b = b^>0 (A (ii)):b=b<0 (A (i)):b = b^>0 (A^(ii)):b = b^<0 
Figure 3.16: The cases considered in Theorem 3.2(ii). 
sets. Whenever 7]^ > 72 uniformly in k, b,c E K we need the maximum and minimum 
72 over K to get the endpoints of the closed control set and we need the maximum 
and minimum 72 over K to get the endpoints of the open control set. The outline of 
the cases under which discmn> 0 is given in Figure 3.16. 
Consider Case(A), when 6~ = 6"'" ^ 0 and Case(B), when b~ ^ b'^. Un­
der Case (A), we can have Case(/l]^), which is when k~ = 6"*" or Case(i42), 
which is when k~ ^ Under Case(/i]^) we have Case(A]^(i)), which is when 
= 6"'" > 0 or Case(/l]^ (ii)), which is when = 6"^ < 0. Under Case(i42) 
we have Case (/l2(i)), which is when b~ = b"^ > 0 or Case(^2("))î which is 
when b~ = b'^ < 0. Under Case(/l2(i)) we have Case(i42(ia)), which is when 
c~ > 0 or Case(y42(ib)), which is when < 0, or Case(/l2(ic)), which is when 
0 6 (c~,c"'"). Under Case(/l2(ib)), for discmn> 0, from Figure 3.2 (keeping in mind 
that q = ^), 0 0 {k~,k'^). Here, recollect that c~ = c"'" = 0 is discarded because 
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(A^(i)):b = b\o 
(A (ib )) : c^< 0 
icb)) : (A (iba )) : k > 0 
(Aj(ii)):b = b<0 
(Aj(iia)): c <0 (A,(lib)): c >0 
2 -
(A^(iic)): 0 e (c,c^) 
(A^(iiba)): k>0 (A^Oibb)): k^<0 (A^(iica)): k >0 (A^(iicb)):k^ <0 
Figure 3.16 continued. 
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(B) :b 
(B2) :b^< 0 (Bj ) :b ^0 (B3 ) : 0 e ( b ,b 
(B2(i )) : c = c+ (B2(ii )):c (Bi (i )) : c- = c+ 
Figure 3.16 continued. 
(Bi(i)):c-=c+ (82(1)): c-=c + 
(Bi(ib)):c+< 0 
(Bi(ibb)): k^O (Bi(iba)):k >0 
Figure 3.16 continued. 
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(Bi(ii)): c" 
(Bi(iia)) : C < 0 (Bi(iib)):c-> 0 
(Bi(iiaa )):c+ < 0 (Bi(iiab)): c+>0 
(Bi(iiaaa)) : k> 0 (B^aiaab )):!('< 0 (BjOiaba )) : k> 0 (BjCiiabb )) : k*'< 0 
(B2(ii)): c 
(B2(iia )) : c +> 0 (B2(iib)): c+'< 0 
(B2(iiaa )) : c " ^ 0 (B2(iiab )) : c " < 0 
(B2(iiaaa)) : k> 0 (B2(iiaab )) : k^< 0 (B2(iiaba )) : k> 0 (B2(iiabb )) : lc^< 0 
Figure 3.16 continued. 
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(Bg(ic)):OE(c\c+) (Bg 
Figure 3.16 continued. 
it violates (2.5). So we do have negative values of c. k = 0 will make discmn< 0. 
So in this case we have Case(/l2(iba)), which is when k~ > 0 or Case(/l2(ibb)), 
which is when < 0. Under Case(/l2(ic)), for discmn> 0, from Figure 3.2 (keep­
ing in mind that q = ^), k ^ 0. In this case we have Case(/l2(ica)), which is 
when k~ > 0 or Case(/l2 (icb)), which is when < 0. Under Case (/l2(ii)) 
we have Case (/l2(iia)), which is when c"^ < 0 or Case(/l2(iib)), which is when 
c~ > 0, or Case(/l2(iic)), which is when 0 E (c~,c"^). Under Case(A2(iib)), for 
discmn> 0, from Figure 3.3 (keeping in mind that q = 0 ^ {k~,k'^). Here 
we do have positive values of c. k = 0 will make discmn< 0. In this case we 
have Case(/l2(iiba)), which is when k~ > 0 or Case(i42(iibb)), which is when 
k'^ < 0. Under Case(i42(iic)), for discmn> 0, from Figure 3.3 (keeping in mind that 
q = ^), A; ^ 0. In this case we have Case(A2(iica)), which is when k~ > 0 or 
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Case(i42(iicb)), which is < 0. Under Case (B), we can have Case(B2), which 
is when > 0 or Case(jB2)) which is when 6"^ < 0 or Case (-S3), which is when 
0 E {b~,b'^). Under Case(52) we have Case(5]^(i)), which is when c~ = c"'" or 
Case(J5j^(ii)) , which is when c~ ^ c"*". Under Case(B2(i)), c~ = = 0 cannot 
arise because it violates (2.5). So we have Case(B]^(ia)), which is when c~ = c"^ > 0 
or Case(52(ib)), which is when c~ = < 0. Under Case(B2(ib)), & ^ 0 in order 
that discmn be nonnegative. So we have Case(5]^ (iba)), which is when k~ > 0 or 
Case(j52 (ibb)), which is when < 0. Under Case(B2(ii)) we have Case(J52 (iia)), 
which is when c~ < 0 or Case{Bi (lib)), which is when c~ > 0. Under Case(B]^(iia)) 
we have Case(5]^ (iiaa)), which is when c^" < 0 or Case(5j (iiab)), which is 
when c"^ > 0. Under Case(B]^(iiaa)) we have Case(5]^ (iiaaa)), which is when 
k~ > 0 or Case(5]^ (iiaab)), which is when k'^ < 0. Under Case(j5]^(iiab)) 
we have Case(B2 (iiaba)), which is when k~ > 0 or Case(J52 (iiabb)), which is 
when k'^ < 0. Under Case(J52) we have Case(52(i)), which is when c~ = or 
Case(B2 (ii)), which is when c~ ^ . Under Case(B2(i)) we have Case(B2(ia)), 
which is when c"~ = c"^ < 0 or Case(B2(ib)), which is when > 0. Under 
Case(52(ib)) we have Case(B2(iba)), which is when A:"" > 0 or Case(i52(ibb)), 
which is when A:"'" < 0. Under Case(52(ii)) we have Case(52(iia)), which is 
when c"^ > 0 or Case(j52(iib)), which is when c"^ < 0. Under Case(j52(iia)) 
we have Case(52(iiaa)), which is when c"~ > 0 or Case(B2(iiab)), which is 
when c~ < 0. Under Case(B2(iiaa)) we have Case(52(iiaaa)), which is when 
k~ > Q or Case(52(iiaab)), which is when k"^ < 0. Under Case(52(iiab)) we 
have Case(J92 (iiaba)), which is when k~ > 0 or Case(B2(iiabb)), which is when 
k"^ < 0. Under Case(_Bg) the point to notice is that 0 ^ [A;", k"^]. For if k can take 
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the value zero, then be must be nonnegative for all b G and c E [c~,c"^]. In 
particular, for every c G [c~, c^"], we should have b ~ c > 0  and 6"^c > 0. This is possi­
ble if and only if c = 0. This means that c~ = = 0. But as mentioned before, this 
cannot arise under our hypotheses because when c~ = = 0, we have 0"^(0) = 0 
and this violates hypothesis 2.5. Therefore either k~ > 0 or < 0. This gives rise 
to two cases Case(Bg(i)), which is when k~ > 0 and Case(Bg(il)), which is when 
6"*" < 0. Under Case(Bg(i)) we have Case(Bg(ia)) when c"~ > 0 Case(Bg(ib)) 
when c"^ < 0 and Case(Bg(ic)) when 0 E (c~~,c"^).Under Case(5g(ii)) we have 
Case(^g(iia)) when c" > 0 Case(Bg(ilb)) when c"^ < 0 and Case(Bg(iic)) 
when 0 6 (c"~,c+). Therefore we have 33 cases to consider. 
Case(Ai(i)):[ k" = k+, b" = b+ > 0 ] 
Case(i) tells us that, in this case, 'yi increases and 72 decreases with respect to c. 
Since 72 > 72 for all c, the minimum of 7^ over c is not less than the maximum of 
72 over c. Considering this and the fact that the direction of the vector field in (3.4) 
is towards 7^ and away from 72 on %, we have the two control sets on P to be 
[arctan7i|^^_^^_^^_^, arctan7i|^^+^^+^^+^] and 
(aictan72|^^+^^+^g+), arctan72l(^-^6-,c-))' 
Case(/li(ii)):[ k" = k+, b" = b+ < 0 ] 
Case(ii) tells us that, in this case, 7^ decreases and 72 increases with respect to c. 
Here again, the minimum of 7^ over c in not less than the maximum of 72 over c. 
Considering this and the fact that the direction of the vector field in (3.4) is towards 
72 and away from 7^ on %, we have the control sets on P to be 
[arctan72U_^^_ arctan72|^^,+ ^ ^+^^+^] 
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(ai-ctan7ll(^,+ ^ i+^^+), Cretan 
Case(A2(ia)): [ k"  ^k+, b" = b+ > 0, c" > 0 ] 
Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7 in Case(i) tell us that, in this case, 7^ increases and 
72 decreases with respect to c, and 7^ and 72 increase with respect to ç = ^. 
The direction of the vector field in (3.4) is towards 7^ and away from 72- Since 
72 > 0 > 72 uniformly, we have two control sets. The control sets on P are 
[arctan7i|^^_^^_^^_y arctan7ll(j^+ (,+,c+)] 
(arctan72l(,k-^6-_g+), arctan721(^^+^6+ 
Case(yl2(iba)):[ 0 < k" ^  k+, b" = b+ > 0, c+ < 0 ] 
Figure 3.8 gives us the monotonicities with respect to ç = From Case(i), 7]^ 
increases and 72 decreases with respect c. Here, > \J\^\ foi' discmn to be 
non-negative. The direction of the vector field is always towards 7^ and away from 
72 when 6 > 0, and will not be mentioned in the three cases coming up. Here too, 
71 > 72 uniformly. The control sets on P are 
[arctan7il(^_^^_^^_), arctan7il(^+ 
(arctan72l(^+ (,+ g+), aictan72|^^_^^_^^_)). 
Case(A2(ibb)):[ k" ^  k+ < 0, b" = b+ > 0, c+ < 0 ] 
Here, < —^\^\ in order that discmn be non-negative. Using Figure 3.8, the 
control sets on P are 
l a r c t a n 7 i | ( j . + a r c t a n  7 ;  a n d  
( a r c t a n 7 2 l ( i , - a r c t a n 7 2 | ( ( ^ + _ j + _ ^ _ j ) .  
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Case(/l2(ica)):[ 0 < k" k+, b" = b+ > 0, 0 6 (c-,c+) ] 
Here, we use Figure 3.17 that consolidates results from Case(i). Notice that 
71 > 72 uniformly. Keeping in mind that g = the control sets on P are 
[ a r c t a n 7 1 a r c t a n 7 i l ( j ^ +  6 + , c + ) ]  
(arctan72l(6_^6_^g+), 
Case(/l2(icb)):[ k" ^  k+ < 0, b" = b+ > 0, 0 6 (c-,c+) ] 
Here, we use Figure 3.18 that consolidates results from Case(i). Here, keeping in 
mind that q = •^, the control sets on P are 
[arctan7i|^^+^^+^^_y arctan7i and 
(aictan72l(,k-,6-,c+)' 
Case(i42(iia)):[ k~ ^ k"*", b" = b"^ <0, c"*" < 0 ] 
From Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10 in Case(ii) note that 71 and 72 increase with respect 
to (/ = ^. Since b is negative, q~ is attained at A;"*" and is attained at k~. The 
direction of the vector field is always towards 72 and away from 71 when 6 < 0. The 
control sets on P to be 
[arctan72U+^^_ arctan72U_^^+g+^)] and 
Case(A2(iiba)):[ 0 < k" ^  k+, b" = b+ < 0, c" > 0 ] 
Here we concentrate on negative q in Figure 3.11 of Case(ii). Here too q~ is attained 
at and is attained at k~. Case(ii) gives us the monotonicities with respect 
to k and c in this case. So the control sets on P are 
[ a r c t a n 7 2 U + a i c t a n 7 2 | ^ j ^ _ ^ ^ _  g + ^ ) ]  a n d  
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c=0 
1 c<0 
oO 
y— 
c<0 
c<0 c<0 
oO 
oO c=0 
Figure 3.17: Case(i) with q > 0 and 6 > 0 
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C<0 
Figure 3.18: Case(i) with </ < 0 and 6 > 0 
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(arctan7il(,;._ 6-^c+), arctan^il^j^+ ^+.c-))' 
Case(A2(iibb):[ k" ^ k+ < 0, b" = b+ < 0, c" > 0 ] 
Keeping in mind that ç := ^ is positive and q~ is attained at and q'^ is attained 
at k", Figure 3.11 gives the control sets on P to be 
arctan72l(j,+_j+_^+j] and 
("ctan7ll(j,+_j-_^+). arctan7ilj^__j+_^_j). 
Case(A2(iica)):[ 0 < k~ ^ k+, b" = b+ < 0, 0 G (c-,c+) ] 
Here q := ^ is negative. Using the results in Case(ii) depicted in Figure 3.19 the 
control sets on P are 
| a ' - c ' a n 7 2 l ( t + T 2 l ( A : - . 6 + . c + ) l  
{"ct™7ll(i.-_j-_^+). arctami|(j,__j__^_)). 
Case(/l2(iicb)):[ k" ^  k+ < 0, b" = b+ < 0, 0 e (c-,c+) ] 
Here q is positive. Figure 3.20 got from Case(ii) gives the control sets on P 
to be 
[arctan72l(j;.+ ^ 6+^g-), 
(arctan7i|^^+^^_^^+y arctan^il^^- ^+^c-)). 
Case(Bi (ia)):[ 0 < b" ^  b+, c" = c+ > 0 ] 
In this case decreases with respect to b and 72 increases with respect to b, as 
Case(2) and Case(3) indicate in Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14 respectively. Figure 3.6 
and Figure 3.7 in Case(i) give us the behaviour of 7^ and 72 with respect to 9 = ^ 
and c. The outcome of this case are the control sets 
[aictan7ll,;i-_j+_^-), !(«;+,6",c+)l 
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c<0 c=0 
c<0 
oO 
oO 
oO 
-—y 
c<0 
c=0 
Figure 3.19: Case(i) with ç < 0 and b < 0 
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1 c<0 1 c=0 
oO 
c<0 
t — 
oO 
-4. 
oO oO 
c<0 
c<0 c=0 
Figure 3.20: Case(i) with q > 0 and 6 < 0 
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Case(^1 (iba)):[ k" > 0, 0 < b" ^  b+, c" = c+ < 0 ] 
Here, Figure 3.15 in Case(4) and Figure 3.8 in Case(i) lead us to the control sets. 
Figure 3.15 shows that 72 increases and 7^ decreases with respect to b. This means 
that the maximum value of 7]^ and the minimum value of 72 are attained at h~. 
For this fixed Figure 3.8 describes the behaviour of 7]^ and 72 with respect to 
<7 = ^ > 0. Similarly, the minimum value of 7^ and the maximum value of 72 are 
attained at 6"^ and Case(i) describes the behaviour of 7^ and 72 with respect to 
q = -^ > 0 ÎOV b = b'^. The control sets are 
lai-ctan7i|(^._ arctan7;j] and 
T2l(t+,6-,c-)' «cta»72l(t-,6+,c+))' 
Case(Bi(ibb)):[ k+ < 0, 0 < b" ^  b+, c" = c+ < 0 ] 
Here, q is negative. Figure 3.12 shows that 72 increases and 7]^ decreases with respect 
to b. This means that the maximum value of 7^ and the minimum value of 72 are 
attained at b~. For this fixed b~, Figure 3.8 describes the behaviour of 7% and 72 
with respect to q = < 0. Similarly, the minimum value of 7^ and the maximum 
value of 72 are attained at 6^" and Case(i) describes the behaviour of 7^ and 72 with 
respect to q = -^ < 0 for 6 = 6"^. So by looking at ry < 0 in Figure 3.8 and 6 > 0 in 
Figure 3.12, we have the control sets 
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Case(Bi (iiaaa)):[ k" > 0, 0 < b" ^  b+, c" ^  c+ < 0 ] 
From Figure 3.15 72 increases and 7^ decreases with respect to b. For a fixed positive 
b, Case(i) indicates that 7^ increases with respect to c and 72 decreases with respect 
to c. For fixed positive b and fixed negative c, Figure 3.8 describes the behaviour of 
72 and 72 with respect to 9 = ^ > 0. The control sets are 
[arctan7ll(^,-^5+^c-), Cretan71 6",c+)] 
(arctan72|^^+^^_^^+^, arctan72l(,k-,6+,c-))' 
Case(^l(iiaab)):[ k+ < 0, 0 < b" ^  b+, c" ^  c+ < 0 ] 
Figure 3.12 and Figure 3.8 with q < 0 gives the control sets 
[arctan7i|^^+^^+^^_y arctan7i|^^_^^_ ^^d 
(arctan72|^^_^^_^^+), arctan72l(^+^6+^g-)). 
Case(Bi(iiaba)):[ k" > 0, 0 < b" ^  b+, 0 G (c-,c+) ] 
Note that 6"*" < —for discmn to be non-negative. Case(i) shows that 72 decreases 
and 7j increases with respect to c. This means that the maximum value of 7^ and the 
minimum value of 72 are attained at 6"^. For this fixed > 0, Figure 3.14 describes 
the behaviour of 7^ and 72 with respect to b and Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7 describe 
the behaviour of 7^ and 72 with respect to ry = ^ > 0. Similarly, the minimum value 
of 72 and the maximum value of 72 are attained at c~ < 0 and Figure 3.15 describes 
the behaviour of 7^ and 72 with respect to b for c = c" and Figure 3.8 describes the 
behaviour of 7^ and 72 with respect to q = -^ > 0. We have the control sets to be 
[arctan7il(j^_ (,+^g_), arctan7i|^^+^^_^^+^] and 
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(arctan'y2l(jb-,6-,c+)' ^(:t^'y2l(6-,6+,c-))' 
Case(Bi(iiabb)):[ k+ < 0, 0 < b" ^  b+, 0 G (c-,c+) ] 
Case(i) shows that 72 decreases and 7]^ increases with respect to c. This means that 
the maximum value of 7^ and the minimum value of 72 are attained at c"^. For this 
fixed > 0, Figure 3.13 describes the behaviour of 7^ and 72 with respect to b 
and Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7 describe the behaviour of 7^ and 72 with respect to 
Ç = ;^ < 0. Similarly, the minimum value of 7^ and the maximum value of 72 are 
attained at c~ < 0 and Figure 3.12 describes the behaviour of 7^ and 72 with respect 
to b for c = c~ and Figure 3.8 describes the behaviour of 7^ and 72 with respect to 
Ç = ^ < 0. We have the control sets to be 
[arctan7il(,^+ 6+^c-), arctan7il(^.+ (,_^^+)] ^^d 
(arctan72l(jk-^(,-,c+)' 
Case(Bi (iib)):[ 0 < b" ^  b+, 0 < c" ^  c+ ] 
Looking at Figure 3.12, Figure 3.13, Figure 3.14 and Figure 3.15 we get an interesting 
result that no matter what the sign of k and c are, if b is nonnegative then 7^ decreases 
and 72 increases with respect to b. 7^ increases and 72 decrease with respect to c.  
Whenever 6c > 0 we have 7^ > 0 > 72 uniformly. Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7 indicate 
that both 72 and 72 increase with respect to q = 1^. We arrive at the control sets: 
[arctan7il(^_ 6+^c-), arctan7i|^^+^^_^^+^] 
(arctan72l(^- 6-,c+)' 
Case(52(ia)):[ b~ ^ b^" <0, c" = c"*" < 0 ] 
Looking at Figure 3.12, Figure 3.13, Figure 3.14 and Figure 3.15 we get an interesting 
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result that no matter what the sign of k and c are, if b is negative then 7^ increases 
and 72 decreases with respect to è.Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10 in Case(ii) gives us 
the behaviour of 7^ and 72 with respect to g = ^ and c for any fixed negative b. 
Unlike when 6 > 0, in this case 7]^ decreases and 72 increases with c. Here, since b is 
negative, q~ is attained at and is attained at k~. The outcome of this case 
are the control sets 
[arctan72U+^^+arctan72|^j^_^^_ and 
(arctan7i|^^+^^_^^+^, arctan7i|^^_ 
Case(B2(iba)):[ k" > 0, b" ^  b+ < 0, c" = c+ > 0 ] 
Here also, since b is negative, q~ is attained at k'^ and q'^ is attained at k~. 
Figure 3.11 gives us the behaviour of 7^ and 72 with respect to ç = ^  < 0. Case(ii) 
gives us the monotonicities of 7^ and 72 with respect to c for any fixed negative b 
and we have the monotonicity of 7^ and 72 with respect to b. The control sets are 
[ a r c t a n 7 2 | ( ^ + a i c t a n 7 2 | ^ j ^ _ ^ ^ _ ^ ^ + ) ]  a n d  
(arctan7il(^_ 6-,c+), ^':ctan7il(;^+ 6+,c-))' 
Case(B2(ibb)):[ k+ < 0, b" ^  b+ < 0, c" = c+ > 0 ] 
Here also, since b is negative, q~ is attained at k"^ and g"*" is attained at k~. 
Figure 3.11 gives us the behaviour of 7^ and 72 with respect to </ = ^ > 0. Case(ii) 
gives us the monotonicities of 7^ and 72 with respect to c for any fixed negative b 
and we have the monotonicity of 7^ and 72 with respect to b. The control sets are 
[arctan72l(j^_ 
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(arctan7il(^+ 6-,c+)' 
Case(B2(iiaaa)):[ k" > 0, b" ^  b+ < 0, 0 < c" ^  c+ ] 
Here again 7]^ increases and 72 decreases with respect to b .  7^ decreases and 72 
increases with respect to c. Figure 3.11 gives the behaviour of 7^ and 72 with respect 
to 9 = ^ < 0 and q~ is attained at and q'^ is attained at k~. The control sets 
are 
[arctan72|^^+arctan72|^^_^^_ and 
(arctan7il(^_ (,-,c+), arctan7il(j^+ 
Case(g2("aab)):[ k+ < 0, b" ^  b+ < 0, 0 < c" ^  c+ ] 
Following the same argument as in the previous case, but now having ç = ^ > 0, 
we get the control sets 
[arctan72|^j^_ arctan72l(6+,6-,c+)] 
(aictan7il(^+ 6-,c+), ^rctan7i|^^_^^+^^_^). 
Case(B2(iiaba)):[ k" > 0, b" ^  b+ < 0, 0 G ( c ~ , c + )  ]  
Case(ii) shows that 7^ decreases and 72 increases with respect to c. This means that 
the maximum value of 7^ and the minimum value of 72 are attained at c~. For this 
c" < 0 Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10 describe the behaviour of 7^ and 72 with respect 
to q = -^ < 0. Similarly, the minimum value of 7^ and the maximum value of 72 are 
attained at and for c = c"*" > 0, Figure 3.11 describes the behaviour of 7^ and 72 
with respect to q = ^  < 0. Here also, since b is negative, q~ is attained at and 
q'^ is attained at k~. We have the behaviour of 72 and 72 with respect to b like is 
the previous cases. The control sets are 
[arctan72l(j^+6+,c-), 1^21(6-
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6-,c+)' 
Case(B2(iiabb)):[ k+ < 0, b" b+ < 0, 0 G (c-,c+) ] 
Case(ii) shows that 7^ decreases and 72 increases with respect to c.  This means that 
the maximum value of 7^ and the minimum value of 72 are attained at c~. For this 
c~ < 0, Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10 describe the behaviour of 7% and 72 with respect 
to Ç = ^ > 0. Similarly, the minimum value of 7^ and the maximum value of 72 are 
attained at and for c = c^" > 0, Figure 3.11 describes the behaviour of 72 and 72 
with respect to g = :^ < 0. Here also, since b is negative, q~ is attained at t"*" and 
is attained at k~. We have the control sets to be 
[arctan72|^,^+^^+arctan72|^^+^^_^^+^] and 
(arctan7il(j^+ (,_^^+y arctan7il(j^_ (,+^^_)). 
Case(B2(iib)):[ b" ^ b+ < 0, c" ^  c+ < 0 ] 
Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10 give us the monotonicities with respect to g = Since b 
is negative, q~ is attained at and q"^ is attained at k~. The monotonicity with 
respect to c and b are imitated in the previous case. We arrive at the control sets: 
|arctan72l(i.+ _j+_^-), arctan72|(j,__j__^+j] and 
(a'Ctan71 l,i,+arclan7j|jj,__j+_^_j). 
Case(B3(m)):[ k" > 0, 0 G (b-,b+) , c" > 0 ] 
In Figure 3.12, Figure 3.13, Figure 3.14 and Figure 3.15, by sketching the directions 
of the vector fields (towards 7^ and away from 72) when 6 > 0 and towards 72 and 
away from 7^) when 6 < 0) notice that 7^ and 72 eveluated at 6"^ and b~ give us 
the ends of the control sets. For positive b, Case(i) gives us the behaviour of 7% 
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and 72 respect to c. For negative b, Case(ii) gives us the behaviour of and 72 
respect to c. So, 7^ increases and 72 decrease with respect to c for 6 = 6"*" and 7^ 
decreases and 72 increase with respect to c for b = b~. Using these facts notice that 
72 at c~ and 6^", 7^ at and b~, 72 at c~ and 6"*" and 72 at c"*" and b~ give 
us the ends of the control sets. In the case when k~ > 0, Figure 3.14 shows that 
we need to minimize 72(6,6"^,c") and maximize72(6, b~,c^), to get the endpoints 
of the closed control set.  From Figure 3.17, taking c > 0, notice that q~ = 
gives the minimizing g-value for Ji {k,  b'^,c~) and from Figure 3.19, q'^ = gives 
the maximizing ry-value for 72(A:,6",c"'"). Hence, k~ is the minimizing fc-value for 
Jl{k,b'^,c~) and the maximizing fc-value for 72(6,6",c"^). Figure 3.14 shows that 
we need to maximize 72 (A;, 6"*", c~) and minimize 7^ {k, b~,c^), to get the endpoints 
of the open control sets. From Figure 3.17, taking c > 0, notice that 
gives the maximizing ry-value for 72(A;, 6^", c~) and from Figure 3.19 q'^ = gives 
the minimizing Q-value for fi{k,b~,c'^). Hence, k~ is the minimizing /c-value for 
7]^(/[:,6"~,c~^) and k'^ is the maximizing ^'-value for 72(fc, 6"*", c"*"—). So, the control 
sets are 
l-f • U [arctan7i|(^__j+_^_j, |l and 
Case(B3(z6)):[ k" > 0, 0 G (b-,b"t") , c+ < 0 ] 
In this case when k~ > 0, Figure 3.15 shows that we need to minimize 7%(A;, 6"*", c") 
and maximize 72(A:,6~",c"^), to get the endpoints of the closed control set. From 
Figure 3.17, taking c < 0, notice that q~ = gives the minimizing ç-value 
for 'yi{k,b'^,c~) and from Figure 3.19, gives the maximizing (/-value 
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for 72(A:,6~,c"'"). Hence, k~ is the minimizing value for ,c~) and the 
maximizing /i-value for 'y2{k,b~,c'^). Figure 3.15 shows that we need to maximize 
72(fc,6"^,c"~) and minimize Ji{k,b~,c^), to get the endpoints of the open control 
sets. We look at Figure 3.17 since 6"'" > 0 and q = < 0. From the figure, taking 
c < 0, notice that q~ = gives the maximizing ç-value for 72(^,6"'",c~) and 
- 7,-F ... _ t from Figure 3.19 q = ^3- gives the minimizing g-value for 72(6,6 ,c ' ). Hence, 
k'^ is the minimizing t-value for Ji{k,b'~,c^) and k'^ is the maximizing fc-value for 
72(&, 6"^, c"*" —). So, the control sets are 
[-^, arctan72|^^_^^_^^+)] U [arctan7il(jk_ 6+,^-),^] and 
(arctan7il(^+ (,-,c+)' 6+,c"))' 
Case(J93(ic)):[ k" > 0, 0 e (b-,b+) , 0 G (c~,c+) ] 
Combining Figure 3.14 and Figure 3.15, notice that we need to minimize7]^ (A:, b'^,c~) 
and maximize 72(/ù, 6", c"^) to get the endpoints of the closed control set. From 
Figure 3.17, taking c £ (c'~,c"'"), notice that q~ = gives the minimizing value 
for 'yi{k,b'^,c~) and from Figure 3.19 gives the maximizing g-value for 
72(A:,6~,c"^). Hence, k~ is the minimizing A:-value for 7j(A;,6"'",c~) and k~ also 
gives the maximizing t-value for •y2{k,b~,c^). We need to maximize 72(A:,6"^,c~) 
and minimize 7]^(A:, i)~", c"^), to get the endpoints of the open control set. From 
Figure 3.17, taking c G (c'",c'^), notice that q~ = gives the maximizing q-
value for 72(A;, c~) and from Figure 3.19(/"*" = gives the minimizing ç-value 
for •yi{k,b~,c'^). Hence, k~ is the minimizing /j-value for 7^(/j,6~,c"'") and k~ is 
also the maximizing value for 72(^7,6"^,c"). So, the control sets are 
arctan72l(^_ 6-,c+)]U[arctan7il(^_ 6+,c-).^] 
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(arctan-yil^^. arctanirgl^j^-
Case(B3(na)):[ k+ < 0, 0 6 (b-,b+) , c" > 0 ] 
In the case when k'^ < 0, Figure 3.13 shows that we need to minimize 7j(&, ft"'', c~) 
and maximize 'y2{k,b~,c^), to get the endpoints of the closed control set. From 
Figure 3.18, taking c > 0, notice that q~ = gives the minimizing ç-value for 
•S-
7]^(â:,6"^,C~) and from Figure 3.20, q~ = gives the maximizing g-value for 
72(A:, 6~,c"'"). Hence, k~ is the minimizing A;-value for 6"*", c") and k"^ is the 
maximizing t-value for 72(A:, 6", c"^). Figure 3.13 shows that we need to maximize 
72(6,6"^, c") and minimize 7]^(A:, 6~, c"^), to get the endpoints of the open control 
sets. From Figure 3.18, taking c > 0, notice that gives the maximizing q-
value for 72(A;, b'^,c~) and from Figure 3.20 q~ = gives the minimizing ç-value 
for 7i(A:,6~,c"^). Hence, A:"^ is the minimizing A:-value for 'yi{k,b~,c^) and A;"*" is 
the maximizing A:-value for 72(A:, 6"^, c~). So, the control sets are 
[arctan7il(j^_ arctan721(6+ 
arctan72l(jk4-,6+,c-))U(arctan7il(j^+ (,_^g+y^]. 
C&se{B^{iib)):[ k+ < 0, 0 G (b-,b+) , c+ < 0 ] 
In the case when A:"^ < 0, Figure 3.12 shows that we need to minimize 7^(A:, 6", c"^) 
and maximize 72(A:, 6^',c~), to get the endpoints of the open control set. From 
f -j-
Figure 3.20, taking c < 0, notice that q~ — gives the minimizing g-value for 
72(A;,6"~,c"^) and from Figure 3.18, q'^ = gives the maximizing ç-value for 
72(A:, 6"^, c~). Hence, A;"^ is the minimizing A:-value for 7^(A:, 6~~, c"'") and A:"'" is the 
maximizing A;-value for 72(A% i"'", c~). Figure 3.12 shows that we need to maximize 
72(A;, 6~, c"^) and minimize 7]^(A:, 6"^, c~), to get the endpoints of the closed control 
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sets. From Figure 3.20, taking c < 0, notice that gives the maximizing q-
lb 
value for 72b~ ,c'^) and from Figure 3.18 g"*" = gives the minimizing ç-value 
for Hence, 6"^ is the minimizing fe-value for 72(6,6"*",c") and k~ is 
the maximizing fc-value for 72(^5 b~,c^). So, the control sets are 
[arctan7il(j^+ (,+,c-)' Cretanand 
Case{B^{iic)):[ k+ < 0, 0 G (b-,b+) , 0 G (c-,c+) ] 
Combining Figure 3.12 and Figure 3.13, notice that we need to minimize7i(A;, 6"^, c"") 
and maximize 72(A;, 6~, c"^) to get the endpoints of the closed control set. From 
Figure 3.18, taking c G (c~,c'^), notice that gives the minimizing g-value 
for ,c~) and from Figure 3.20 q~ = gives the maximizing g-value for 
72(A:,6~,c"^). Hence, k'^ is the minimizing /j-value for ^i{k,b'^,c~) and also 
gives the maximizing t-value for 72(t, 6", c"*"). We need to maximize 72(/:, 6"^, c~) 
and minimize •yi{k,b~to get the endpoints of the open control set. From 
Figure 3.18, taking c G (c"~,c^'), notice that q'^ = gives the maximizingç-value 
for 72(A;,6"*",c") and from Figure 3.20ç"~ = gives the minimizing ç-value for 
fl{k,b~,c'^). Hence, k'^ is the minimizing Â;-value for 'yi{k,b~,c^) and is also 
the maximizing fc-value for 72(/e, 6"^,c"~). So, the control sets are 
[arctan7iU+^^+^^_y arctan72|^^,+ ^ ^_^^+^] and 
arctan72l(j^+^6+,c-))^(^''(=^^"'yil(6+,6-,c+)'i]' 
I 
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CHAPTER 4. SOME FACTS ON LYAPUNOV EXPONENTS 
The Lyapunov exponent of a continuous real or complex function /(i), t being 
a real variable in [ZQ,OO), is defined as 
A = limsupjlog|/(i)|. (4.1) 
t-^oo ^ 
We first observe the following properties of Lyapunov exponents [6]. 
i) If Aj > A2 > • • • > An are the Lyapunov exponents of the real or complex 
valued continuous functions i = t G [fg,00) and A, X' those of 
/l + • • • + fn-, /1/2 • • • fni then A < A^, A' < A]^ + A2 + • • • + A». 
ii)The Lyapunov exponent of f{t)  is not altered by multiplication by a bounded func­
tion that is also bounded away from zero. 
iii) If A^ > A2 > " > An are the Lyapunov exponents of the functions i  = 
1,2, ...,71, none of which is identically zero, then these functions are linearly indepen­
dent in [fQ,oo) . 
iv) If f{t)  ^ 0 and A, A' are the Lyapunov exponents of /(i), [/(^)]"\ then 
A -|- A' ^ 0. 
Looking back at the semilinear control system considered in Chapter 2, it had 
the form 
x{t)  = A{u{t))x{t) ,  t  G %, a:(0) = XQ E U 6 I/, (4.2) 
where A : is continuous on an open set V D U,\] being compact. 
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Recall that gl{d,  3î) denotes the space of real dxd matrices. The Lyapunov exponent 
of the solution x{t,XQ,u) of (4.2) is defined as 
X{xQ,u) = lim sup y log |z(<,ZQ,u)|. (4.3) 
>oo ^ 
Lyapunov showed that for each u Ç.U there are atmost d different values that A(a;Q, w) 
can take [16]. Let S{t) be a bounded matrix with differentiable elements. Assume that 
the matrices 5~^(^) and S{t)  are also bounded. Then the transformation y = S{t)x 
is called a Lyapunov transformation. A Lyapunov transformation does not change 
the Lyapunov exponents of an equation [16]. Special cases of Lyapunov transfor­
mations are the transformations which transform an autonomous equation into its 
Jordan form and which transform a periodic equation into an autonomous equation. 
As a consequence of this, if A{u{t)) = A, then the Lyapunov exponents are the real 
parts of the eigenvalues of A, say < A2 < ••• < with corresponding (gener­
alized) eigenspaces For i = 1,..., A:, we have A(a;Q,u) = A^ if and only if 
ZQ G ©j=i \ ®}=1 ^ j- -^(^'(0) is periodic with period T > 0, denote by 
a fundamental matrix of x{t) = A{u{t))x{t) at time T, and by its Floquet 
numbers [16], i.e /q,...,/t^, are the eigenvalues of 0^. Say the corresponding (gen­
eralized) eigenspaces are For i = 1,..., 6, we have A(XQ,U) = ^ log 
if and only if ZQ G ©}=i \ ®j=i ^j- T l/ul' log are also called 
Floquet exponents. The exponential stability behaviour of x{t) = A{u{t))x{t) is gov­
erned by its Lyapunov exponents, and for (4.2), we are interested in finding the whole 
Lyapunov spectrum, which includes the following growth rates: 
K= sup sup A(zQ, w); K* = inf inf A(a;o,u). (4.4) 
UEU XQ^O UEU XQ^O 
These are called the maximal and minimal Lyapunov exponents of (4.2). They play 
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an important role in the stability analysis of uncertain systems using Lyapunov ex­
ponents. Clearly (4.2) is exponentially stable if and only if /î < 0, and /c* < 0 if 
and only if there exists some u E U and some XQ 6 3%^ such that x(t,XQ,u) —» 0 
exponentially as i —> oo. 
Since = A(a:a:Q,for all a G ^ 0, it suffices to consider the Lya­
punov exponents in the projective space P obtained from Recall the equation(2.3) 
that gives us the semilinear system on the projective space and (2.4) that gives us 
the Lyapunov exponent in terms of the coordinates of P, from Chapter 2. Refer­
ring back to the control sets and in Remark 2.2, it has been proved [9] that 
K = sup sup A(5Q,U) and k* = inf inf A(3Q,U). 
ueUsQeDj,  ueUx^^Di 
Finally we introduce two restricted sets of controls that will turn out to be 
sufficient for the characterization of the extremal growth rates: 
UP — {U : —> U, measurable and T-periodic for some T > 0} 
Upp = {îi : U, measurable and (u(-), s(-, sg, w)) 
T-periodic for some T > 0 and some 5q E P}. 
The results that follow are from [11]. We can measure the exponential growth be­
haviour by looking at the growth rates of Sf C S introduced in Chapter 2. Define 
the norm || • ||, the conorm m{-), the spectral radius ?'(•) and the spectral coradius 
cor(-) on Gl{(l,^) (the space of real nonsingular dx d matrices) by 
II (J ||:= max{|(/.r|; |a;| = 1} m{(j)  := min{|(/.r|; |.t| = 1} 
r{(j) := max{|A|; A G a{(j)] cor{(j) := min{|A|; A G cr(</)} 
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where g Ç. Gl{d,^) and a{g) denotes the spectrum of g. It has been shown that 
K = lim sup y sup \ogr{g) = hm sup^ sup log || g ||  
t—^oo ^ gGSi t—^oo '  gESf 
and 
= sup sup A(SQ,U) = sup sup A(SQ,U) 
uEVip uEVipp SQ^Df,  
1 1 K =liminf- inf logco7'(^) = liminf- inf logm(^) 
i —yoo t  g^Sf i—*^00 t  gÇiSf 
= inf inf A(3Q,u) = inf inf A(aQ,u). 
ueUpSQeDi ueuppSQeVi 
In dealing with dimension d = 2, v/e switch back to our notation in Chapter 3. 
For convenience of notation we ignore the symbols """ from here on and work with 
x{t)  = u{t)x{t) ,  < E a;(0) = .tq E % \ {0}, u eU, (4.5) 
where ZY := {îf : 3Î —> U] and 
U = { 
/ , \ 
a 0 
\ '  ''  /  
a e [«-,<.+], 6 e [6-, 4+1, 
/ 
Let u{t)  =: 
c G [c ,c^],de[d ,d'^],a,b,c,d £ 
\ 
, Uj : % ^ i = 1,2,3,4 and «l(<) U2{t) 
u^{t)  u^{t)  
l i t)  G [a~,a+],ii2(0 G [b~G [c~,c+],U4(i) G [d~,d'^].  
By projecting (4.5) onto the projective space P= [—^,7] in we have the system 
^ = îi3 cos^(^) + [u^ — ui  ) cos{(f))  sin(^) — «2 sin^({6) = h{u, (j)) ,  (4.6) 
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where u E U. (1>q,u) will denote the trajectory on P such that (^(0, <pQ,u) = (f>Q Ç. 
P. We also have the equation 
The following Lemmas show that we can discard periodic trajectories in control 
sets, in our search for the extremal Lyapunov exponents. 
Lemma 4.1 (holds for n-dimensions).  For i=1,2,  let  (f)^(- ,( f>Q,Uj^) be t^-periodic tra­
jectories in P xuilh t^-periodic controls € U and let  A^-((^Q ,U^) be their corresponding 
Lyapunov exponents.  Consider the t i  +t2-periodic solution  ^ {•,4>Q,U) with Lyapunov 
exponent X{(j)Q,u),  where the control u is  a concatenation of  u-^ and u^,  i-e.  
and u is extended + (g periodically.  Then minjA^, A2} < A < maxjA^, A2}. 
Proof: Since everything is periodic, the Lyapunov exponents are the one cycle aver­
ages over the function (j: 
which gives us the Lyapunov exponent of the solution x{t,XQ,u) in to be 
where 
ui(i) :/0 < < < (1 
u{t)  = 
U2{t-t l)  i f t i<t<ti+t2,  
^i = (j{uii^),(l>i{^))dT i = 1,2 
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= ïT  ^/o ' +rphi ''"2(0. *2 w)<iT 
= Ï^TLI/O' ,(.L(T), ,^1 (T)) JT + 
hï'ïï/o'«'"i*'''''^1 +ÏTTfe'è/o'^ «'"2''''' + <2 4 -/O ^1 + <2 ^2 -/O 
< max A^. 
Similar steps follow for min A,-. 
The above Lemma is used in proving the following Lemma. 
Lemma 4.2 (holds for 2-dimensions).  Let C C P 6e the maximal control set  of  
(4-0) with C ^P. Let (j){- ,( j)Q,u) be a periodic trajectory in C with periodic u,  and 
corresponding Lyapunov exponent A. Then there exists a point <jfi  G C and a constant 
E U such that (^(i,  = (fP for all  t  £ ^  and A < i .e.  (j)^ is  
the projection of the eigenvector corresponding to the maximal eigenvalue of  and 
A(^®,u^) is  the maximal eigenvalue of  .  
Proof: If <j){-,<f)Q,u) E dC (the boundary of C), then there exists G P such that 
(l){t,(j)Q,u) = (jfi for all ^ E %. By the characterization of maximal control sets in 
Chapter 3, we know that in this case u{t)  = Ç. U. Being a fixed point on P, (f f i  
is the projection of the eigenvector corresponding to the maximal eigenvalue of u®, 
the Lyapunov exponent of is the maximal eigenvalue of u^. If there exists 
/ > 0 with <j){t ' ,<j)Q,u) E intC, then (l>{t,<j)Q,u) E intC for all ^ E 3%, because intC 
is (forward) invariant and {(f){t,(j)Q,u),t E %} is compact (namely the trajectory of a 
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periodic solution). Here, we can have two cases: 
(a) If u) is equal to a constant for all i £ 3fî, i.e. ^(t, <ffi ,  u)  = (f)^ for all < E 
then being a fixed point on P, is the projection of the eigenvector corresponding 
to the maximal eigenvalue of some 6 U, and we are done. 
(b) If (j){t ,( j)Q,u) is not a constant for all f G then let be a (finite) period of 
{u{t),(l){t,(j)Q,u)) on UxF. Let 
= mcLx{<f>{t,  ( j)Q, u) ,  / > 0} and = min{<^(<, (pQ, u), < > 0}. 
Construct sequences xn,yn GP, Un E U,tn > 0 recursively in the following manner: 
For n = 1, let ^ . Let 0 < f be the greatest time that the trajectory 
spends at z^. Since zi G intC, if t does exist, there exists û E U which is a piece 
of u, such that h{ii,zi) = 0. Let (j}i be the trajectory pieces of of (j) between z\ and 
such that <^2 spends time t at z^ and let be the pieces of u (that includes û) 
that gives rise to (jij. Let (j)2 be the trajectory pieces of ^ between and and let 
V2 be the pieces of u (that does not include w) that gives rise to (j>2- Let be the 
trajectory pieces of (j) between z^ and and let ug be the pieces of u (that does not 
include u) that gives rise to (^3. Let ^4 be the trajectory pieces of (j) between y^ and 
zi  such that spends time ï  at and let 1*4 be the pieces of u (that includes û) 
that gives rise to <j>^. This way, we have broken the trajectory (j) into two periodic 
trajectories cind <^2 such that the concatenation of and t>2 is u. We have also 
broken the trajectory (j) into (j)^ and <^4 such that the concatenation of «3 and 
is u. By Lemma 4.1, two of the z = 1,2,3,4 have Lyapunov exponents that are 
greater than or equal to A. Among the two, pick the one with the greater Lyapunov 
exponent. Denote the corresponding control by zq, the "endpoints" of the trajectory 
in P by it's period by it's Lyapunov exponent by Aj, it's trajectory by 
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In a similar way, we use xn-,yn,tn, ^n, to get from n to n + 1. 
We obtain xn 4>^iVn —>• —> A® (increasing and bounded sequence), <i)n 
(f)^  on [0,i®] and Un —» in weak*-topology (may be a subsequence). We make two 
important observations: 
(i) Denote hy Û = (U € [/; h{v, ,( j>^) = 0}. Û is compact in U and ç(u,<^®) attains a 
maximum in 0.  Say this  maximum is at tained at  G U. Since h{u^,( j f i )  =  = 
4>{t, for all t G [0,i®]. Hence there is a constant £ U with Un —» in the 
weak*-topology. 
(ii) The original trajectory is {u.,(j>) periodic with period > 0, and 
^{t,(j)Q,u) = h{u{t),(j){t,<j)Q,ti)) < M < oo for all t G since U is bounded. 
Hence tn is strictly decreasing and bounded below by zero, i.e. tn \ t ^ 0. Note 
that t corresponds to the time that the original trajectory spent at If ï > 0, we 
do one more iteration. Consider the original trajectory <j){t,^Q,u) and 
(a) if (fP = m<ix{(j){i ,( j)Q,u), t  > 0}, take the pieces that correspond to and to 
(f> < (jfi, close these at (jfi (t-measure 0), 
(b) if ( j f i  = m\n{< l ){t , ( j )Q,ii) , t  > 0}, take the pieces that correspond to ( jP and to 
<f) > (jfi, close these at (jfi (t-measure 0), 
(c) if <fP e <f)Q,ii)) ,mR.x{<j){t ,  <f)Q,u))) ,  take the three pieces. 
Find the piece with largest Lyapunov exponent. If this corresponds to we have 
(jfi and ifi according to (i). If this corresponds to one of the other pieces, take that 
one and do the recursive construction on that piece. Everything above remains true 
and tn\0-
In any case we have uni<i>ni'tn and Consider the fixed time interval 
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[0,it®]. Then 
An > A and lim i f q{un{T),^n{un{T,xn,un{T)))dT = A®. 
I—>OO FU J [ )  
The last equality needs a proof, since need not be multiples of tn-
Let e > 0 and M = max{|(/(u,u E U,(j)  E P} (U and P are compact). For each 
n let kn = max{fc E N]k • tn < and rn = {kn + l) tn 
(i) If tji = 0 for some n E N, then tn = 0 for all n > n,  i.e. un = u^- But since ^n 
is a periodic trajectory, this means <j)n{t,Xn,Un) = and the equality is obvious. 
(ii) If tn > 0 for all n £ N (but tn —> 0), then rn —> 0 and 
\^n ~ ^  /Q <l>n)dT\ 
= Jo Mdr -  ^  i f  (j{un, Mdr] 
— 1^0^^ IQ <L{UN, <l>n)DT "  ^  /Q <L>N)DT + F^Q <F>N)DT\ 
< ^ for n large enough. Hence 
Jo (l>n)dT\ 
^ j Jo  
Finally we have to show that A® = A((/i®,u®) as constructed above. We have all 
the necessary convergences on a finite time interval [0,^ ]^, and hence by (f)n —> on 
[0,^^],ii7î on [0,i^] and by the continuity of q in both components, we have 
= |A^ -  Xn + -^ 71 -  /Q ^n)dT\ < | -|-1 = e for tz large enough. 
lim \n = A^ 
7Z—>oo 
= n^ Too^ lo ' l i"n,MdT 
~  ^Jo ~ 
with i f i  G U constant. The last equality follows since <^((, cjP,u^) = for t  E [0,^^]. 
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Since (f f i  6 P, it is the projection of the eigenvector corresponding to the maximal 
(real) eigenvalue of 
I 
Remark 4.1 The argument in Lemma ^.2 works in the same way for estimating 
Lyapunov exponents of  periodic trajectories from below, i .e.  :  If  C G P be the 
maximal control set  of  (4-6) with C ^P. Let he a periodic trajectory in 
C with periodic u,  and corresponding Lyapunov exponent A. Then there exists a 
point (l>^ E C and a constant t f i  G U such that (j}{t ,( j f i ,u^) = (/>® for all  t  E ^  
and X > i.e.  (j)^ is  the projection of  the eigenvector corresponding to the 
maximal eigenvalue of  i f i  and X{(lf i ,v9) is  the maximal eigenvalue ofu^.  
If  D is the minimal control set ,  the same is true for periodic trajectories in clD, i f  
clD ^P. Here, of  course,  xoe get  that the f ixed point (f f l  satisf ies (j f l  E clD. 
The upcoming Lemma and Corollary show that the extremal Lyapunov expo­
nents are nothing but real eigenvalues of elements in U and are attained by trajectories 
that are fixed points in control sets. 
Lemma 4.3 (holds for 2-dimensions).  Let C cP be the maximal control set  of  (4-6) 
with C  ^ P. Define 
K= sup sup A(^Q,I<) and 7= inf inf X{^Q,U).  
i ieu <f)QeP <f>QeC 
Then there exist  (îP,  (j)^) E U xC and (û, Ç. U xC such that K = A(^^, u®) with 
being the projection of  the eigenvector corresponding to the maximal eigenvalue of  ,  
and 7 = A((^, fï) xuith ^  being the projection of the eigenvector corresponding to the 
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maximal eigemmlue of u.  In particular,  k  = max Xmax{u),  and 7 = min Xmaxiu),  
ueU ueU 
where Xmaxiu) is  the maximum eigenvalue of  u.  
Proof: Let's do K first. We know from [11], that K is the supremal Lyapunov 
exponent over periodic (u, 4>) GUxC. Let {un, (f>n) EUxC hea sequence of periodic 
controls with periodic trajectories in C such that X{(j)n^un) /" By Lemma4.2, for 
e a c h  { u n i < t > n )  t h e r e  e x i s t s  E  C /  x  C  s u c h  t h a t  u ®  i s  c o n s t a n t ,  i ^ ( < , =  
and q{(f>n,Un) = Xn such that An > X{<f>n,Un)- Since U and C are compact, 
there exists a subsequence {nj,, k 6 such that —» u® and by the 
continuity of q, _> =: A®. Hence 
K = „liin M < X Hm Xnu = A®. 
71—>00 A—>00 
It remains to show that A^ is actually an eigenvalue of u for some u Ç. U, then /c > A^ 
and we are done for K. But this follows by the continuous dependence of eigenspaces 
oi u on u E U (because all gj-e constant and all eigenspaces are one dimensional, 
since we are in C ^P), see [8]. 
Now for 7: we first have to show that 7 can be approximated by the Lyapunov 
exponents of a sequence {un,(l>n) £ W X C of periodic controls with periodic trajec­
tories. 
(i) If {u,(f)Q) E ZY X C such that (j){t ,( j)Q,u) £ DC for all f > 0, then (j>{i,<j)Q,u) 
equals a constant and u{t) = E U (see beginning of proof of Lemma 4.2). Then 
A((^Q,U) = Xmaxi^i-), again by the argument in the beginning of the proof of Lemma 
4.2. 
(ii) If {u,<j)Q) £ U X C such that ther exists > 0 with <j){tQ,^Q,u) G intC, then 
(f>{t,(j)Q,u) G intC for all t > tQ, and A(^Q,u) = A(9!»(', <;6(fo, <^0' "(^0 + ')), "(^0+'))' 
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But then for all e = ^ > 0 there is (u, (pn) EU x C periodic with 
\X{(j)Q,u)-X{<j)n,un)\<e&nd'^= inf inf A((^Q,u), 
u&4pp (PQGC 
see [11]. 
For each periodic {uni<t>n) use Remark 4.1 to get constant being the 
projection of the eigendirection of corresponding to the maximal (real) eigenvalue 
with X{(j>niUn) < Now argue as in K-part above. 
I 
Lemma 4.4 Let D CP be the minimal control set  of  (4-6) with clD ^ P. Define 
K* = inf inf A(<^Q,and 7* = sup sup A(<^Q,U). 
ueU (j>QeP ueu {(i>QeciD,(j){t ,( f>Q,u)GciD\/t>o} 
Then there exist  {u^,(j f i)  G f/ x clD and {û,^) Ç. U x clD such that k* = 
with (f f i  being the projection of  the eigenvector corresponding to the minimal eigen­
value of  and 7* = A((^, û) luith ^  being the projection of  the eigenvector corre­
sponding to the minimal eigenvalue of  û.  In particular,  K* — min and 
u^U 
7* = max A^^2j^(îi), where is  the minimum eigenvalue ofu.  
UEU 
Proof: Reverse the time in Lemma 4.3, see corresponding results in [11]. 
I 
Remark 4.2 The folloiuing facts are interesting :  Denote 
S(D) := [/v*,7*] and 2(C) := [7,fc]. 
(i)  All  points in 2(Z)) and 2(C) are Lyapunov exponents for some {u,<j))  G UxP. 
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This follows from perturbation arguments for Floquet exponents and convex mixing 
of periodic trajectories (Colonius and Kliemann: oral communication).  
( i i)  Ti{D) and S(C) can overlap, see Example 4-11 in [13].  In fact  with the results 
here the example can he made more precise,  because now we can also compute 7 and 
7*-
(Hi) S := {X{(j>,uy,  {u,  (j))  E U X P}. 
In proving (iii), note that the "D" inclusion is by definition. For "c" we argue as 
follows: 
If {u,  <I>Q) is such that there exists > 0 with 4>{tQ, <f>Q,u) E C, then ^(i, <^Q, u) E C for 
all t>tQ and \{(j)Q,u) E S(C) by Lemma 4.3. If (w,(/ 'o) is such that <l){t ,<j)Q,u) G clD 
for all t > tQ, then X{(j)Q,u) G 2(D) by Lemma 4.4. 
It remains to consider {u,  with <f>Q,u) E P \ {clD U C) for all t  >0. Use the 
angle on P and take max clD < min C (all other cases are similar). Then <j)Q, u) is 
monotone increasing in t, because C contains all eigendirections to maximal Floquet 
exponents to periodic u E U and non-monotonicity violates the fact that 
is outside of control sets. Hence, <^(f, (i>[),u) E P \ [clD U intC) {Snt" denotes 
interior). The arguments in the proof of Lemma 4.2 show that there is a sequence 
in 00 such that u{tn + •)—* i f i  E U in those components that affect h. Hence (fP 
is the projection of the eigendirection of some û E U. 
Denote hy 0 — {v,  E U',  /t(t2, (j f i)  = 0}. t/ is a compact subset of U. If (j){t ,  tf) 4'^ 
as above, then for all e > 0 there exists te > 0 such that rn{t  > te' ,d{u{t) ,U) > 
e] < e, where is the Lebesque measure and d(-,-) is any distance norm in 
for U C 3%^. (Note that outside the 6-ball around Û the vector field h is bounded 
below in P\(c/£) U C)). With this statement we have an estimate for q{u^<f>) in 
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neighbourhoods oî Û x and hence X[^,u) = X{<jP,û) by the ç-characterization 
of Lyapunov exponents. Now if (j)^ E C, then G S(C). If ^ clDUC, then 
û also has eigendirections whose projections are in clD and C [8]. This means that 
each e P is an eigendirection of û (linear independence of three vectors in is 
impossible), i.e. û has two real eigenvalue that are equal and A(<^®, û) E S(D) D S(C). 
Remark 4.3 If  (4-6) has two separate control sets,  then by Remark 4-2 the en­
tire Lyapunov spectrum consists of  exactly two intervals,  given by the maximal and 
minimal (real)  eigenvalues on the control sets.  This allows numerical and explicit  
calculation of  the entire spectrum in case we have two separate control sets.  
Inorder to calculate the Lyapunov spectrum, we have yet to consider the case 
when P is the control set. We know : 
(i) S = S(P) = 2(C). This is obvious. 
(ii) 2 = [«*,«] 
Again we have to show that all A G («*,«) are Lyapunov exponents. This follows 
as above from the denseness of Floquet exponents and a perturbation theorem of 
Floquet exponents. That k and u* are actually Lyapunov exponents is not trivial. 
It needs some fancy ergodic theory even for the 2-dimensional case. 
(iii) K* is equal to the negative of the K value of the time reversed system, i.e. 
K* = —K{—U). 
We should be able to get the complete spectrum precisely, if we can compute K for 
our system. There are no explicit formulas for K (and hence K*) except in some very 
few special cases. So we resort to numerics. A reasonable numerical approach is the 
"brute force" method via the discretization of UxF and use of periodic (u, (/>). This 
approximates K as the mesh size goes to zero, because q is continuous. The following 
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observations show that only certain periodic (u,  (f>) have to be considered. 
In the Lemmas below we show that in our search for extremal Lyapunov expo­
nents in the case when P is the control set, we only need to use (-periodic trajectories 
on P whose angular parametrization ?/> is such that 1^(1)—TT = •0(0) or I/'(^-F TT = ^(0), 
and possible fixed points on P. 
Lemma 4.5 (holds for 2-dimensions).  Let P be the control set  of  (4-6).  For {u,  (^q) E 
ZYxP, let  {(f){t ,( j)Q,u), t  > 0} be the solution on P and {^(f, w), f > 0} the corre­
sponding solution in % (with the angle not modw). If  (j){- ,( f>Q,u) is  a periodic solution 
on P in u,  with Lyapunov exponent X{(j)Q,u),  then there exists (u®,^®) E ZYxP and 
a solution such that the corresponding i / '^(t ,  is  decreasing (not 
necessarily strictly) and > A((^Q,îi) .  
Proof: We work with the equivalent system 
where det{ii{t))  is the determinant of u{t)  and tra{u{t))  is the trace of u{t) ,  it's 
solutions <^(-, ^Q, W) on P, and it's lift to % (i.e. not mod TT). For this 
system, we have 
Notice that h{u,^) = —1 for all u G U. 
(i) Consider <^Q, w), the lift of the original <p{t, u) and assume (pQ, u) ,  t  > 
0} C 3Î is bounded. Then there exists ZQ > 0 and k E N such that ij){t,(f)Q,u) G 
(4.8) 
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{—k-K — Y, —k-K + for all t > IQ. After time ig use the construction of Lemma 4.2 
to get > \{<f)Q,u), where <j)^ 6 bf P, v9 a constant and (fP the projection of 
the eigendirection of li®, i.e. is a real eigenvalue. Note that U is compact 
and h is continuous, hence there exists a neighbourhood of ^ with h{u,(j)) < —^ for 
all u 6 (7 and <j) in this neighbourhood. 
(ii) Assume > 0} C 3? is unbounded. Define 
tQ = min{f > 0;(^(i,^Q,u) = 
and 
tl = min{i > ÉQ; ^Q, u) = 
Note that < oo, both well defined. 
If is strictly decreasing for t G we are done because <l){t,(j)Q,u) was 
assumed periodic in P. 
If •0 is not strictly decreasing, consider all maximal loops (including resting at a 
point) of 0(i,^,zi) for t Ç There are at most countably many loops (because 
|/i| < oo and ti < oo). Pick any loop and use Lemma 4.2 to get the periodic part 
with maxima] Lyapunov exponent. Continue inductively for the countably many 
loops to get on [^0,^1] either a bounded ^-trajectory with consequences as in (i), or 
an unbounded i/'-trajectory without loops, i.e. strictly decreasing on [fg, <%]. Now 
continue with 
tn = min{i > = ^}. 
Since the period f of is finite there is a. m £ N with tm > t-
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Remark 4.4 Lemma 4-5 says that for numerical calculation, we only need to opti­
mize X over all controls u E U that have real eigenvalues and over periodic {u, <j)) E 
UxP that give strictly monotone trajectories. 
Next, we consider non-periodic trajectories in UxP. We know that K is actually 
the Lyapunov exponent of some (U,</IQ) E UXP, but we know nothing about it's 
periodicity at this moment if C =P. We continue to work with (4.8), it's solutions 
<f){-,(j)Q,u) on P, and the lift ip{-,(j}Q,u) on Define (as in the proof of Lemma 4.5) 
a sequence of times via 
TT 
^0 = > 0;<^(f,<^Q,u) = -} 
tn+l = 
and let Tn = tn — for n > 1. Note that tn and Tn depend on («, «^g) E UxP, 
and that tn = oo is possible for finite n E N. In this case we set tm — oo for all 
m > n. The following results use these notations. 
Lemma 4.6 Assume C =P and consider {u,<f>Q) E UxP. If {il}{t,(l)Q,u),t > 0} is 
bounded in 3Î, then there exists (Û,<^) E UxP with A((/»Q,U) < A(^,Û) = \max{û). 
Proof: If {u{t),<j>{t,(l)Q,u)) is periodic, then this is proved in exactly the same way 
as Lemma 4.3. 
Otherwise there exists n E N such that {<^(i, I^Q, u), i > tn} C (—•^,^). Without 
loss of generality, let tn = 0. Now, remove loops (at most countably many) from 
çii(-, <^Q, w) by comparing the time averages over f q for the loops with X{(f)Q,u) as in 
Lemma 4.1. (Note that either loops are completed in finite time, hence their removal 
does not change X{(j)Q,u), or the trajectory (f> stays at a point for infinite time, in 
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which case this point is a fixed point and we argue as in the proof of Lemma 4.2.) 
If J /q Ç is larger for a loop than \{(f)Q,u), we are in the periodic case trajectory in 
and proof(i) of Lemma 4.5 does the rest. Otherwise we obtain a strictly 
decreasing trajectory in which therefore converges towards a fixed point 
and we continue the proof as in Remark 4.2(iii). 
I 
Lemma 4.7 Assxune C =P and consider (w,^q) 6 ZYxP with K = A((^g,u) and 
> 0} unbounded in %. If {Tn ,n € A''} is bounded, then there exists 
periodic û Ç.U such that : 
(i) X{(l)Q,u) < A(|,û), 
(ii) is strictly monotone decreasing fort > 0, 
(Hi) <f){t,^,îi) is periodic with period t = min{< > 0,(j>{t,^,v,) = ^ }. 
Proof: Here, we need some elementary optimal control theory. Note first that 
0 < 'mï{ T n ,n Ç. N] < sup{ T n ,n E N} < oo 
because h{u,^) = —1. Denote T := limsup{T7i,7Z G A^} and TQ = T + 1 (1 is just 
an arbitrary positive real number). Let k := max{n E N,Tn > if}] and without loss 
of generality consider tj^ = 0. 
On the finite time interval [0, Tg] solve the optimal control problem 
Since ZYxP is compact this problem has a maximal solution tt® 6 ZY, see [24]. Con­
tinue tfi periodically to / > TQ, call this control again. 
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Recall that there actually exists (u, <^o) with k = X{<f)Q,u) and since the invariant 
measure corresponding to (U,(^Q) is ergodic, we have 
7 9(«(T),^(T,^,uXT. Î—>00 t  JU I  
Hence 
K = A(^Q,u) 
= ^ /o"^" «Mr), AT.\,u))dr 
< Acl.n"). 
This proves (i). 
(ii) This requires the removal of loops from which should be standard by 
now. 
(iii) We do not know at this moment whether the trajectory <l>{t,^,u9) is periodic, 
because TQ need not be the "circling" time around P. But we know now that we can 
find an optimal periodic with finite period TQ < 00. Now let us solve the optimal 
control problem in (iii), i.e with fixed endpoints: 
max 7 / q{u{T),(j){T,^,u))dT 
such that ^ and 0 < t < TQ. The existence of an optimal solution follows 
again from [24], if we note that this set of îi's is compact (closed) in U. Denote the 
optimal solution by and let 
= min{i > 0, çi>(f, u^) = ^}. 
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Continue u® cr®-periodically. 
To compare and A(-^,u®) we need to compare TQ and <7®: 
For each n Ç. N define 
kn := max{k G N-, KA^ < TITQ} 
and RN = UTQ — KNCR^ < TQ. Then (suppressing the initial value 
= Jo "" + ÏÏT5 
J'O""" O 
- ^ '5."°) - + àg O 
n —> GO, since —> oo. 
' ï n o C " ' ' ' " " ' -  A ' ' "  ( „ , , f l | y x P 0  ^  2  
r n  <  TQ. 
Hence < A(^,and A(^,= K.  
Finally, we remove the loops from V-'(', 7, to obtain û from with all the desired 
properties. (Note that there are no loops close to ^). 
I 
Lemma 4.8 Assume C =P and consider (tij'/'o) E &/xP with K = A((^Q,U) and 
{il>{t,(l>Q ,u),t > 0} unbounded in %. If {Tn ,n G N) is unbounded, then 
X{<j)Q,u) < max {A E %; A is a real eigenvalue of some u E (/}. 
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Proof: Define M = {(u, (^) G f/ x P ; h{u, 4>) =0}, i.e. all points on switching curves 
of the A-vectorfield on P. For e > 0 let Me be the e-neighbourhood of M in J7xP. 
Since h is continuous, we have 
m\n{h{u, (f))\ (u, (j>) ^ Me) =: he > 0. 
Denote oo. 
Now consider the sequence {TniU 6 N} and choose a monotone increasing subse­
quence, denote again by Tn- Define 
Sn[^) ••= {t G 6 Me}, 
then m{Sn{^ ) )  >  Tn  — t e  oo  as  n  oo  {m is the Lebesgue measure). Hence for 
t > tn with Tn — te > 0 we have 
I /o' «<"• 
= 7 /o "<"• + 7 ISM + 7 Ilt„-iM]\s„M 
Let Tn —» oo be a sequence of times with A((^Q,U) = " q{u,(f>)dT. The 
first term of the right hand side goes to 0 cis n  oo  because t f i ^ i  is fixed and 
depends only on e. The third term of the right hand side goes to 0 as n ^ oo because 
\ 5,i{e)} < te and < max q{u,<j)) < oo. 
{u,(j))eUxP 
Hence lim — [ q{u,è)dT = lim — / , .  q(u,(j))dT. But for t G SnU) we 
n^ooTnJO n-^oornJSn{t)^ ^ 
have {u{t),(j){t,^,ïL)) G Mg. For 5 > 0 choose e > 0 such that </(«, (^) < Â + 5 for all 
(u,(^) G Me- Here, 
Â = m ax {A E A is a real eigenvalue of some u G U} 
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= ma,x{q{u,(j))-,{u,(j)) G M}. 
Hence + 6 ) .  
Since rn{[tj-^_i,tn] \ 5'a(e)} < te independent of n, we have 
^ lo" «("• h Isnie) ^ ^ 
Compare the proof of Lemma 4.7 for the last step. 6 > 0 was arbitrary and the result 
follows. 
I 
Summing up all we have: 
Consider the bilinear system 
o 
x{t) = ^ u^{t)Aix{t) =: u{t)x{t) in % , (4.9) 
i=l 
with AQ + J2i=iUi{t)Aix{t) = u{t) E U Ç. 3î^, ui{T) G % for i = 1,2, ...m, A^ 
being constant 2x2 matrices for i = 0,1, ...77%, U compact and convex. Denote 
by A(.TO,U) = limsup(_^oo j- log |z(<,ZQ,t()| the Lyapunov exponent of the solution 
x{t,XQ,u) of (4.9). x{T,XQ,u) denotes the solution at time t with x(0,a;Q,t/) = ajg 
for ZQ ^ 0 and under the control u EU. Let S = {X{XQ,U),U G ZY,XQ ^ 0} be the 
Lyapunov spectrum of (4.9). Project this system onto P by using (2.3) and (2.4). 
Let D cP be a control set of the projected system on P and define the Lyapunov 
spectrum over D as 
2(D) = {A((^Q,t(),^( € ZY, (^Q E clD,(f){t,(l)Q,u) 6 clD for all t > 0}, 
where <^(F, <^Q, W) denotes solutions of the projected system and A(<^Q,U) is given by 
(2.4). 
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Theorem 4.1 Assume the Lie algebra rank condition for the projected system on P. 
(i) If all eigenvalues for all u E U are real, then 
* there are two disjoint control sets D and C, D is open, C is closed in P, 
* E = E(Z))US(C), 
* S(C) = [7, «] and all A G [7,/v] are (maximal) real eigenvalues of some u EU, 
* 2(D) = [K*,7*] and all A G [«*,7*] are (minimal) real eigenvalues of some u Ç. U, 
* the intervals S(D) and E(C) can overlap strictly, i.e. with interior points. 
(ii) If all eigenvalues for all u£U are complex, then 
* there is one control set C =P, 
* E = E(C), 
* E(C) = [7, K] and all A G [7,  K] are Floquet exponents of some periodic û Ç: U 
with periodic trajectory (f){-,Q,îi) in P, such that the period of is min{( > 
0,(^(i,0,û = 0)} and the lift of ^ to ^ is strictly monotone, 
(iii) If there exist G U such that uj real eigenvalues and U2 has complex 
eigenvalues, then 
* there is one control set C =P, 
* E = E(C), 
* S(C) = [7, K] and all A G [7,  K] are either real eigenvalues or Floquet exponents of 
some periodic û £ U with periodic trajectory (/>(*, 0,û) in P, such that the period of 
is min{i > = 0)} and the lift of (j> to ^ is strictly monotone. 
(iv) K* = —K{ — U) and 7* = —^{—U),i.e. K and 7 for the time reversed system will 
give us K* and 7*. Hence S is completely characterized by computing K and 7. 
Remark 4.5 (i) Theorem 4.I holds without the Lie Algebra rank condition (the nec­
essary changes having been made), one just has to consider more cases, see [2]. 
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(ii) Theorem 4-1 suggests the following numerical algorithm for the computation of 
the entire spectrum : 
Compute the maximal and minimal real eigenvalues over u E U. This gives K,  7 ,  K*,7*  
in Case(i). 
Use "brute force" to compute Floquet exponents for all strictly decreasing trajectories 
on P from ^ to (No loops, i.e. no crossing of curves on which the direction of 
the vector field changes). Record the maximum and the minimum of these to get K 
and K* in Case (ii). 
Case(iii) is a combination of both, i.e. compare the maximum of the maximal eigen­
values with the maximum Floquet exponent to get K and compare the minimum of the 
minimal eigenvalues with the minimttm Floquet exponent to get K* .  
Build into program explicitly solvable cases for (ii) and (Hi). 
Output for given U: K,K*, in all cases, and^,j* in case(i). 
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CHAPTER 5. EXPLICIT RESULTS ON LYAPUNOV EXPONENTS 
FOR d = 2 
In this chapter, we concentrate on calculating the extremal Lyapunov exponents 
of the system discussed in Chapter 4. 
x{t) = u{t)x{t), t G z(0) = a;Q E % \ {0}, u Ç.U, (5.1) 
where U := {ii : ^  U} and 
/ , \ 
a 0 
U = { 
c d 
: aG  [a - , a+ ] ,  6G  [6 - , 6+ ] ,  
/ 
c G [c , c"*"], d G [(Z , a,6, c, (Z G %}. 
By projecting (5.1) onto the projective space P= [0, TT] in we have the system 
(j) = ccos''{(j)) + {d — a) cos(i^) sin(<^) — 6sin (</>) = h{u, (f)) (5.2) 
where u = 
'  / ^ a b 
c d 
G U . <l){t,(f)Q,u) denotes the trajectory on P such that 
<^(0, (^Q, u) = G P We also have the equation 
+ 4 + - d) cos(2^) + i(6 + c) sin(2<^) = q{u, cf) (5.3) 
which gives us the Lyapunov exponent of the solution x{i,XQ^u) in to be 
1 fi 
A(.ro,w) = = ^ 1^ Y q{u,(j))dt 
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where 4» = ^Q,u) with <j)Q = -j^. 
Our first observation is that there exists a Lyapunov transformation (actually a 
similarity transformation) that transforms (5.1) to another (equivalent) system : 
/ \ 
x{t) = 
0 1 
—det{u{t)) tra{u{t)) 
x{t) =: A{u{t))x{t), (5.4) 
f 6 a;(0) = a-Q 6 9?^\{0}, u E U, where det{u{t)) is the determinant of u{t), 
tra{u{t)) is the trace of u{t), U := {u E : u{t) E U almost every­
where } and 
U = { 
/ , \ 
a 0 
c d 
: a e [a ,0"*"], b G [b ,  6"^], 
cE [c-,c+], de[d-,d-^], a,b,c,de^}. 
As before, let X { - , X Q , H )  be the solution of this system such that .T(0,A;Q,U) = XQ. 
The radial (?•) and angular {(j>) behaviour of this system on the projective plane P 
are now given by the equations 
1 clv , , 9 
= (1 — det{u)) sin((/>) cos(^) -f tra{u) sin"(<^) = q{u, (j)). 
(^ = —det{u)cos^{(f)) + tra{iL)cos{(j>)s'm{(j)) — sin^((/>) = h{u,(j)), (5.5) 
(5.6) 
Let (j)(-,(j)Q,u) be the solution of (5.5) such that ^(0,(I)q,u) = (j)Q and let r(-,rQ,u) be 
the solution of (5.6) such that 7'(0, if) = ?'Q. 
We have already used this equivalent system in proving some of the Lemmas in 
Chapter 4. We have a reason for choosing this equivalent form from the many others 
available. 
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Remark 5.1 For  the  equ iva len t  s y s t em (5 .4 )  the  t rans format ion 'y  = tan(^) on  (5 .5 )  
fo r ( l )e{0,^)  U (^ ,7r ) ,  g i ves  
7 = —(at/— 6c) + (d + a)7 — 7^, (5.7) 
where  •y  Ç .  a E be [b~ ,b '^ ] ,  c E [c", c"^], c? e [(/", a ,b , c ,dE3 i .  
Note that for ^ = — 1. Recall that this was the equation whose fixed points 
gave us the control sets, and as seen in Chapter 4, control sets are crucial in the 
calculation of the Lyapunov spectrum. The control sets of (5.1) are different from 
the control sets of (5.4). It doesn't make any difference whether we choose [0,7r] or 
/ - \ 
[—7, as P. For a given control u = 
a  b  
c  d  
e  U ,  as in Chapter 3, let 72\(^a,b,c,d) 
^2l(o,6,c,d) 
at all the solutions do exist. 
be the real solutions of the equation be  — ad  +  {d  +  a) -y  — 7^ = 0 if 
I I I  1 71 l(a,(,,c,d) := — + V( —) 
I  d  +  a  / / (^  +  «xO I ;  I  
^ •2 \ {aAc ,d )  -  —-y  (—)  +hc-ad .  
arctan(72 l (a b  c  ( / ) )  arctan(72|^g b  c  cZ)) the points on P that are projections 
/ 0 1 ^ 
of the eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalues of , which 
are also eigenvalues of 
'a i '  
be  — ad  a  d  
c  d  
vnax  
^mtn 
. The eigenvalues are 
d  a  
' 2 
d  a  
2 /-^)^ + bc-ad. 
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Looking at the expressions, notice that by working with the equivalent system, we 
have reduced the problem of optimizing real eigenvalues and the problem of calcu­
lating control sets down to one and the same problem. 
Results in Chapter 4 give us an idea of how to go about finding the supremal 
(infimal) Lyapunov exponent K (/C*) of (5.4). Since ZYxP is compact, the supremum 
(infimum) is a maximum (minimum). 
If U is such that every element u £ U has real eigenvalues then, we proved in 
Theorem 4.1(i), that K is the maximum of all the maximal eigenvalues and K* is the 
minimum of all the minimal eigenvalues. We also have that 7 is the minimum of all 
the maximal eigenvalues and 7* is the maximum of all the minimal eigenvalues. If 
Û E U is the matrix with k as it's maximum eigenvalue, then we know that we can 
attain k by taking the solution with initial condition XQ being the eigenvector of û 
corresponding to K. So, in the case when every element of U has real eigenvalues, we 
only have to optimize eigenvalues. 
If U is such that every element u E U has complex eigenvalues then all solutions 
of (5.4) keep rotating about the origin and there are no fixed points (in our notation, 
this means 7^ and 72 do not exist). From the discussion in Theorem 4.1(ii), the 
maximum Lyapunov exponent is basically the maximum ratio of the norm of the 
solution to the time spent by the solution on P. We would be lucky if there exists 
u E U such that the norm of the solution is maximum and the time spent by the 
solution on P is minimum for that very same u. If not, as discussed in Remark 4.5, 
we have to use "brute force". In order to try our luck, we handle the two optimization 
problems separately, i.e we first try to find the u E U for which the solution of (5.4) 
is always furthest away from the origin, then we find the u EU for which the solution 
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spends least time on P. 
By taking the weak* topology on = L)- [%, 3?"^], not only do we have 
uniform convergence of solutions of (5.5) on compact time-intervals, but because U 
is compact, we also have U to be compact. Notice that h and q in (5.5) and (5.6) are 
continuous on U. More importantly, by considering U with the weak* topology on 
it, U is separable and complete [14, Chapter 5]. 
Theorem 5.1 Assume that every U E U, in (5.4), has complex eigenvalues. If there 
exists TQ,ti G % and UQ,UI E U such that ZQ, w^) = aa;(iQ,a;Q,ug) for some 
scalar 0 < a < 1, then there exists u € U such that x{ti+t,XQ,ui) = ax{tQ + t,XQ,u) 
for all t  > 0. 
Proof: Since u in (5.4) has complex eigenvalues for all, h{u, (j)) is bounded away 
from zero for all u G ZY. The solutions of (5.4) in rotate about the origin in the 
clockwise direction because h{u,^) = —1. Define 
UQ{t) if 0 < i < ig 
ui{t — ^0 + ^l) if ^ > ^0-
Clearly u E U. By hypothesis, .T(i2,.ro,wj) = ax(tQ,XQ,UQ) for 0 < a < 1. 
Therefore, = çi(<Q,</)q,îjq), where <pQ = -r^Qr. By our definition of 
F'Ol 
u, u(t + ;(Q) = ui(t + ti) for every i > 0. Uniqueness of solutions of (5.5) gives us 
the result that (j){i + tQ,<f)Q,u) = <j)[t + ti,(l)Q,ui). This means that x{t + xq,uj) 
and x{t + fQ, 2Q, %f) are one and the same points on P. Further, observe that (5.6), 
with rg = |zQ|, gives 
r{t + , rg ,  tq )  =  7-( ! ; I,î-Q, tq)exp(?(«l(( + + ti))dt) 
= oir{tQ,rQ,UQ) exp(^ q{u{t + (g), (j>{t + tQ,(j)Q,u{t + tQ))dt) = Oir{t + ig,rg,ii). 
u{t) — 
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Thus we have the final result. 
I 
This theorem tells us that if a solution of (5.4) using the control uj "gets behind" 
the solution using the control WQ at some time, then there exists a control u such that 
the solution using the control îq remains "behind" the solution using the control u 
from that time onwards. 
The equation 
gives us the dependence of the radial component of the solution in on the an­
gular component in P. Let r{(j),rQ,u) denote the solution of (5.8) at angle <f> with 
r(^0,r0'") = ''0-
Definition 5.1 The outer envelope of the system (5.4) with every u £ U having 
complex eigenvalues, is the function $ : [0, tt] —> 3Î such that 
0(0)  :=  sup (r(0 ,rQ, i f ) ) ,  where r(7r ,rQ,u)  =  rg.  
uÇU 
Assume that every u 6 [/, in (5.4), has complex eigenvalues. From (5.8), we have 
Because of the compactness of (/, h and q are bounded (see (5.5) and (5.6)) and 
because (5.5) has no fixed points, h is bounded away from zero. Hence the function 
F is bounded from below and above, say by constants and Fmax respectively, 
that do not depend on u or (j). As a consequence, we have 
(5.9) 
7-0 ex[:>[Fmax{<t> -  <^0)) ^ r(<^, rg, li) < rg exp[F„^j„(^ - (j>Q)] (5.10) 
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for all 0 < ^ < i^Q < TT and for all u ÇlU. This in turn implies that the outer envelope 
ex is t s .  We would  l ike  to  show tha t  there  ex i s t s  a  w E  ZY such  tha t  $ (0)  =  r{9 , rQ,u )  
for all 0 E [0, TT]. Before doing so, we will prove that the outer envelope is a continuous 
function. 
Lemma 5.1 The function $ : [0,7r] —> % with ^{9) := sup (r(0, rQ,u)), where 
uÇjA 
r(7r,rQ,u) = rg, is continuous on [0,7r]. 
Proof: Since we are interested in <^Q = TT we will consider (5.10) at (j)Q = TT. For 
convenience, let us denote |.TQ1 by J-Q. There exist constants 
^min = ^ ,(''0 exp[fmoa;(0 - TT)]) 
0E[0,7r] 
and 
Rmax = ^MAX FROEXP[^%^(6 - TT)]) 
i'E[0,7rJ 
such that < r{0,Tr,u) < Rmax- Hence, < $(0) < Rmax for all 
0  E [0, TT]. Let {Û'ÎZ} be a sequence in [0,7r] that converges to A E [0, TT]. Define Sa  •= 
limsup$(an) and la •= liminf$(Qn).  They exist because Rj^i^ < $(«») < Rmax-
n—^oo 
In order to prove that 0 is continuous at a, we will show that Sa = la ie., we will 
contradict (i)5a < (ii)5'cv > 0(a:), (iii)/a < $(a:) and {iv)Ia > $(a). 
(i) In case Sa < $(«), let us define C = .  By the definition of $(a), 
there exists ft E U such that r{a,rQ,fi) > 0(a) — C. Let e := . By 
the continuity of 7-(-,7'Q, I1) at a, there exists a > 0 such that r(a, RQ,û) — e < 
r{^,rQ,û) < r{a,rQ,ïi) + e for all (3 E [0,7r] such that \a — j3\ < 8f So, 5a + ^ < 
Sa + e = r(a, 7'Q,û) — e < r{l3,iT,u) for all ^ E [0,7r] such that |o; — < Sc- This 
means that ^{/3) = sup r(/3,7'Q,û) > r{l3,rQ,û) > ^ for all (3 E [0, TT] such that 
u£U ^ 
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\a — ^\ < Sc. By the definition of Sa, there exists Se such that 0(a;^) < S'a + ^ for 
all aj^ e {an} such that \af, — a| < 5g. Let 6 := min(<5e,^e). Since {a^} —>• a, there 
exists k such that aj, E {a — S,a + S) C (a — ^e,o; + Se) and < 5'a; + g, a 
contradiction. 
(ii) In case S'a > ^(o), let us define e = S'a — ^(a). By the definition of Sa, in every 
^-neighbourhood of a, there exists G {ojz} such that > S'a —And by the 
definition of there exists ûj, EU such that r{af,,rQ,ûj,) > Due 
to this, we have the fact that, in every ^-neighbourhood of a, there exists ctj, E {«n} 
and EU such that 
We number this statement because this is the statement we will end up contradicting. 
In other words, we will find a 6 > 0 such that for all â G (a — 6, a -{- S) and for all 
Ù EU^ r(â,7r,ù) < 5a — In order to find this S, we use (5.10). Depending on the 
sign of Fmax and F,71272 have three cases to consider. 
Case (a): If Fmax ^ 0 and < 0, then we have 
> "S'a - g- (5.11) 
?•((?!>, 7-0, n) exp[-|F77zan;|(<?i» - </>)] < r(^,rQ,u) 
< 7-(^,ro,w)exp[|f,^^,J(<^ - <^)] 
for all (j> < (j>. Define 
(7 := a 
\Fmax\ 
Notice that à is the angle greater than a chosen such that 
($ (a )  +  | )exp[ |F ,7 îaa ; l (c r  -  a)]  =  5 ,  a — % 3 
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and a is the angle less than a such that 
($(a) + -) exp[|F,„^„|(a - cr)] = ^Q, -
For any ct 6 [a, à), if there does exist û EU with r(â, 7r,û) > Sa — then we have 
r (a , ro ,û )  >  r (â ,  rg ,  û )  exp[ - |Fmax | (0  -  a)]  
> («S'a — g)exp[—iFmaxKâ — a)] 
> («S'a —-)exp[—|Fmaa;|(0" — a)] 
= $(û') + - > $(a). 
This contradicts the definition of $(a). Hence, r{à,rQ,v,) < Sa — ^ for dX\u Ç.U 
and for all à G [a, à). Notice also that for all â G (cr, a] and for all u E U we have 
r(6,r - 0,û) < r(a,7-o>")exp[|F^^„|(a - à)] 
< ($(a) + |) exp[|fn%ml(a - à)] 
< (0(a) + exp[|F,„j„|(o! - a ) ]  
Hence 7'(â,rQ, û) < Sa — ^ in this case too. Define S := min(a — a,â — a). 
Case(b): If Fmax > 0 and > 0, then we have 
r(^,ro,îOexp[-|F,7ia.T|(^ - (f))] < r{^,rQ,u) < r(^,ro, w)exp[-|F^j„|(^ - <?i)] 
for all (t> < ^. Here r{à,Tr,ù) < r(a,ro,ù)exp[-|F^j„|(o: - à)] < r(à,ro,i£) < 
$(o;) < S'a — y for ail à < a and for ail u G U. Define â as in Case(a) and let S be 
defined to be à. 
Case(c): If Fmax < 0 and < 0, then we have 
r{^,rQ,u)exp[\Fmax\{^ -  < r{(j),rQ,u) < r(^,rQ,u)exp[|f^;^|(^ -  (/«)] 
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for all (f> < <j>. For any à > a if there does exist a. û E Û with r{a,rQ,ù) > Sa — 
then 
r (a , ro ,û )  >  r (â , ro ,û )exp[ |Fmaa; | (ô :  -  a)]  
> («S'a — g) exp[|F772aa;|(â — a)] 
>  Sa-J  
> $(a).  
This contradicts the definition of $(a). Hence, r{à,rQ,û) < Sa — ^ for all û G ZY 
and for all à > a. Define a as in Case(a) and let 6 be defined to be cr. 
Depending on whether Fmax and Finin are positive or negative we have the above 
three cases. And in each case we have found a S- neighbourhood of A that contradicts 
(5.11). 
(iii) In case la < $(a), let us define e := $(a) — la- By the definition of $(o:), 
there exists û G W such that r(a, ro,û) > $(a) — |. By the continuity of r'(-,rQ,û) 
at a, there exists a > 0 such that 7^(/3,J-Q,Û) > r(a,rQ,û) — ^ > — y for 
all P G [0,7r] such that |a — /?| < 6e. By the definition of 7a, there exists P in the 
^e-neighbourhood of a such that 0(^) < /« + Combining the last two statements 
we have < /a + ^ < 0(a) — y < r{P,rQ,û). This contradicts the definition of 
(iv) In case la > $(«), let us define e := la — 0(a). By the definition of la there 
exists a ^^-neighbourhood of a such that $(a^) > la — ^ for all from the 
sequence {a»} that belong to (a —6e,a: + 6e). By the definition of 0(a^) there exists 
UF. G U such that 7'(A^,,Ï-Q, W^N) > 0(AJ^) — Putting these two facts together we 
have a ÔE > 0 such that for every 6 < 8e and for every aj^ G (O; — A + 6), there 
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exists Uf, EU such that 
r(o:&,ro,U6) > la - ^  • (5.12) 
Replacing Sa by lot in the cases considered in (ii), we get a ^-neighbourhood of a. 
such that r(â, 7r,û) < la — Clearly, this contradicts (5.12). 
From (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) Sa = $(#) = /a, implying the continuity of the outer 
envelope. 
I 
In what follows, we show that there exists a control with which the outer envelope 
is attained. 
Theorem 5.2 There exists u E U such that the outer envelope $(q:) = r(a,rQ,u) 
for all a E [0, tt]. 
Proof: Take the function 0 — ^ on the interval [0,7r]. We claim that there exists 
Un E U such that 0(0) > r{0^rQ,ûn) > $(0) — ^ for all 0 G [0,7r]. We prove this 
claim by actually constructing such a un-
Pick any u  E U-  If r{0 , rQ,u )  >  0(0) — ^ for every 0  6 [0,7r], then define Un '=  u  
and we have what we want. Otherwise, let 0^ be the greatest angle in [0, TT] at which 
7-(^'i,ro,îi) = 0(0^) — Such a Oi exists because of the continuities of r(-,rQ,u) and 
$(•) — 1 on [0,7r] and because 7'Q = $(%) > $(#) — By the definition of 0, there 
exists ^ ^  such that > 0(^1) - If r(0,rO)"l,7%) ^ ^ (^) " n 
for all 0  G 7r], then define := If not, let Oi  be the smallest angle 
in [0i,7r] at which ''(^l,»'0'"1,??.) ~ ''(^1 >''0'")• Since we are in the case where all 
solutions of (5.5) decrease with time, instead of looking at the angle </» as a function 
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of time we can look at the time as a function of angle in the following manner: 
(5.13) 
where <(<Q,fQ,'u) = = tt and cj) < <j)Q. h{u,0) is bounded away from zero for 
all u E because we are in the case where there do not exist fixed points of (5.5) 
on P. By using this bound and the fact that U is compact, it can be shown that 
T := maxf(0,7r,u) < oo . So, there exists a "maximal time" T > 0 that does not 
ueU 
depend on U, such that i(0, IQ, U) < T for all U EU. Being the inverse of a continuous 
monotone function on [0, T], is continuous and monotone on [0,7r]. 
Let il := i(^l,^1 •" t{Oi,Tr,u). Define 
u{t) li 0 < t < ti 
—  t l + t l )  
Clearly E U and we have r(0,j'q,fq j^) > $(0) — ^ for all 0  G If 
)'(0,rQ, > $(#) — i for every 0  E [0,6)%], then define un  := Otherwise, 
let <?2 be the greatest angle in [0,0^] at which ''(^2'^0''"l,n) ~ ^(^2) ~ n* Such 
a O2 exists because of the continuities of 7'(-,rQ,Û2 ,2) and $(•) — ^ on [0, TT]. Let 
«2,» G U such that r(^^2''"0'"2,7?) > ^(^2) " ^(^,^0,^2,7%) ^ W 
0 6 [^2'^!]' then define 
if 0 < i 
"I" ^(^11 ^ 0' ^^2,?z) ~ ^(^1 ' ^ 0' ^ ^ ^(^li ^ 0' 
If not, let Ô2 be the smallest angle in [^'2)^l] which ''(^2'''0'"2,n) — ^(^2)^0; "!,»)' 
Let <2 •= H^2'^0'^'2,?i) ^2 ^(^2'^0'"l,7z)- Define 
^2,71(^-^2 + ^ 2) if^>^2-
«2,7% = 
"2,71 = 
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Clearly ûg G U and we have ï'Q'"2,n) — ~ n ^ E [^2)^]- We 
continue this process, to construct ^ ^ and E [0, tt] for positive integers k. 
Let m be the smallest integer such that Qrn < 0. There exists a finite m for which 
this happens because if not we would have an accumulation point 0 of the decreasing 
sequence {0^} in [0,7r] at which r(0, ro,u) > $(0) — ^ for all u E W which violates 
the definition of at Ô. Define un '•= ûm,n and we have r{9, rQ,un) > $(^) — ^ for 
all 9 E [0,7r]. 
Recall that U = [/] is complete in the lu*-topology. This means that 
there exists u E U such that Un —> u weakly. Recall that T = sup i(0,7r,u). We 
uÇlA 
now restrict ourselves to the interval [0,T]. In the angular equation on the projective 
plane given by (5.5), the right hand side of the equation is Lipschitz. Appealing 
to the Gronwall's inequality we can show that <^(Z,7r,un) <^(f, 7r, u) uniformly 
for t E [0, T] as un —» u in the lu*-topology. This is Lemma(3.4) in [7]. Hence 
the sequence {((0, ?r, of inverses of (j){t,XQ,Un) (monotone continuous functions 
on iniformly bounded domain) converge to t{0,Tr,û), pointwise on [0,7r]. Pick an 
a E [0,7r]. By the continuous dependence of r on time, given e > 0, there exists an 
integer A''2 such that 
\r{t{a,tQ, un),rQ,u) -  r{t{a,tQ,û),rQ,u)\ < ^  
for all n > Ni. By the convergence of r{t,rQ,un) to r{t,rQ,u) uniformly on [0,T], 
there exists a positive integer N2 such that 
\r{t{ a ,tQ , i i n ),rQ , u n )  - r{t{a,tQ , u n ),rQ , u ) \  < ^  
for all n > A^2- By the construction of {iin} and the definition of $(«), there exists 
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a positive integer such that 
|$ (a )  - r ( f (a , io ,wn) , ro ,wn) |  <  ^  
for all n > TVg. Putting the above three inequalities together, we see that r{a,T:,Un) 
—* r(a, 7r,û) as n —> oo and r(a,n,û) = $(a). Since a was picked arbitrarily, we 
have the result that r(a, 7r,û) = $(û:) for all a G [0,7r]. 
We have proved that under the assumption that all u G U have complex eigen­
values, the norm of the solution on P can be maximized for some u EU. The next 
step is to see if we can minimize the time taken for the solution of (5.5) to travel from 
TT to 0 on P. This means finding û £U such that i(0,7r,i2) = inf i(0,7r,u). This is 
UÇ.U 
like finding an "inner time-envelope". By defining this envelope as 
n(f) := inf (Z(0,iO)^O)) where i(7r,iQ,zi) = IQ, 
UGU 
and going through similar steps like we went through above, we can show that 11 
is continuous on P and the infimum is actually attained hy a, û E U. If we do find 
that the control that minimizes t{0,n,u) is different from the control that gives us 
the outer envelope, then we need to tackle the problem of calculating the maximal 
Lyapunov exponent in the following manner. We know from Theorem 4.1(ii) that we 
need to find the maximum Floquet exponent, i.e using (5.13) and (5.9) we need to 
maximize 
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where The last equality follows from the 7r-periodicity of F and h and the 
periodicity of candidate-controls for K. This expression conveys the fact that in the 
case when solutions of (5.4) in rotate about the origin, the Lyapunov exponent 
of the solution does not depend on where it starts. This is why the calculation of K 
is not going to be affected by conveniently choosing the ZQ with (j)Q = = tt and 
FOL 
rg = I^QI = 1, as the initial points for all solutions of (5.5) and (5.6) respectively. 
ANALYTIC RESULTS ON LYAPUNOV EXPONENTS 
Case (a). This section focuses on the case when all u G [/ have real eigenvalues. 
Using Theorem 4.1(i), we can find K by maximizing 
A(a, b, c, d) := + \j (^^^)^ - ad-]-he 
over a G [a~,a+], b G c 6 [c~,c''"], d G [d~,d'^]. We will have similar 
optimization problems to solve in calculating «*,7 and 7*. arctan(A(a, 6, c, </)) is the 
point on P that is the projection of the eigenvector corresponding to the maximal 
( 0 1 ^ 
eigenvalue of A{ii{t)) = 
^ be — ad a + d ^ 
To begin with, we analyse the behaviour of A(a, 6, c, d) with respect to each of 
the variables a, b, c or d, keeping the other variables constant. 
Case(i): Observe that the behaviour of X{a, 6, c, d) depends on be as one entity rather 
than on b and c separately. X{a,b,c,d) increases with be. So the b and c that give 
the maximum product be is the optimizing b G [6"^,6""] and c G [c"~,c"'"]. Now,in 
order to maximize be look at the behaviour of be with respect to b and c separately. 
Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 show the details. The monotonicities do not depend 
on a and d. The only constraint on b and c is that they can only take values such 
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b >0 
a+d+la-dl b >0 
b = 0 
< 0  
b <0 
Figure 5.1: Behaviour of A with respect to c for fixed a, fixed d and b E [b ,  6"^]. 
.Mb) 
a+d+la-dl 
c = 0 
Figure 5.2: Behaviour of A with respect to b for fixed a, fixed d and c G [c , c"*"]. 
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Figure 5.3: Behaviour of A with respect to a for fixed b and fixed c such that be < 0, 
and cl G 
that (^)2 + bc>0. 
Case(ii): Assuming b = b, c = c and d = d, notice the following behaviour of 
X{a,b,c,d) with respect to a. 
Case(iia); For a > d, X{a,b,c,d) increases with a (Figure 5.3). 
Case(iib): For a < d and be = 0, X{a,b,c,d) = d (Figure 5.4). 
Case(iic): For a < d and be > 0, X{a,b,c,d) increases with a (Figure 5.5). 
Case(iid): For a < d and be < 0, X{a,b,c,d) decreases with a (Figure 5.3). 
Case(iii): Assume b = b, e = c and a = ci. Since X{a,b,e,d) is symmetric in a and 
d switching a to d and d to â in Case(ii) give us the behaviour of X{a,b,c,d) with 
respect to d. 
Using the above information, notice that when be > 0, X{a,b,c,d) is maximum 
at and When be < 0, the two intervals [a"~,a"'"] and must be 
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X(a) 
À(a ) (f 
-cf 
^ a )  
d 
- 1 1 1 
•d 
1 1  ^
' - ' + 
a a 
1 -
d a a 
'd' 
^  M a )  
d 
Figure 5.4: Behaviour of A with respect to a for fixed h and fixed c such that be = 0, 
and d G 
Ma) 
/m\i 
+ / +2 - -
d+V.d +bc y / / / X / 
2 ^ / 
/ 
y 
Figure 5.5: Behaviour of A with respect to a for fixed h and fixed c such that be > 0, 
and d G [d~,d'^]. 
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Figure 5.6: Behaviour of A with respect to d  for fixed b  and fixed c such that b e  <  0, 
and a E 
Md) 
a +V.a + b c 
Figure 5.7: Behaviour of A with respect to d  for fixed b  and fixed c  such that b e  >  0, 
and  a  G  
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Md) + 
Figure 5.8: Behaviour of A with respect to d for fixed b and fixed c such that be = 0, 
disjoint inorder to satisfy the hypotheses of this section. If d'^ < a~ then X{a ,b ,c ,d )  
is maximum at d~ and a"'". When be = 0, X{a,b,c,d) is max{a,d}. We are now 
in a position to calculate K. For this, we exhaust all the cases handling each one 
at a time. Here is the outline (easily read in Figure 5.9): Consider 
Case(A), when = 6^" = 0, Case(5), when b~ < b"^ < 0, Case(C), when 
0 < b~ < b'^ and Case(D), when 0 E and b~ ^ 6"*". Under Case(A), 
be  =  0  and from Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.8, we can have Case(A2), which is when 
d'^ > a^" or Case(A2), which is when d'^ < . Under Case(j5), from Figure 5.1 or 
Figure 5.2, we could have Case{Bi), which is when c~ > 0 or Case(B2), which is 
when c"~ < 0 or Case(^g), which is when e~ = 0. Under Case(J32^), from Figure 5.1, 
A is maximum at b~ and e~. Since b~e~ < 0, from Figure 5.3 or Figure 5.6, we have 
Case(jB]^a), which is when < a~ or Case(5]^b), which is when o"*" < d~. Under 
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+ (A) :b = b = 0 
{ A , ) ; / >  
1 — 
+ 
Figure 5.9: The cases considered in calculating K . 
Case(^g), from Figure 5.1, A is maximum at arbitrary b  and c ~  = 0. Since b ~ c ~  = 0, 
from Figure 5.4 or Figure 5.8, we have Case(^ga), which is when or 
Case(Bgb), which is when d'^ < . For Case(C), from Figure 5.1 or Figure 5.2, 
we have Case(C]^), which is when c"'" > 0 or Case(C2), which is when c"^ < 0 or 
Case(Cg), which is when = 0. Under Case(C2), from Figure 5.1, A is maximum 
at b~ and c"*". Since b~c'^ < 0, from Figure 5.3 or Figure 5.6, we have Case(C2a), 
which is when d"^ < a~ or Case(C2b), which is when a"*" < d~. Under Case(Cg), 
from Figure 5.1, A is maximum at arbitrary b and — 0. Since h~= 0, from 
Figure 5.4 or Figure 5.8, we have Case(Cga), which is when d"^ > or Case(Cgb), 
which is when d"^ < . Under Case(Z)) we have Case{Di), which is when c~ > 0 
or Case(I>2), which is when c^" < 0 or Case(Z)g), which is when 0 G [c~,c"^]. 
Under Case(£)]^), from Figure 5.1 or Figure 5.2, A is maximum at 6"^ and . Since 
> 0, we have Case(£)2^), which is when = 0 or Case(Z)2^b), which 
is when h'^> 0. Under Case (D^a), from Figure 5.4 or Figure 5.8, we have 
Case(£)|a(i)), which is when or Case(D2a(ii)), which is when > d'^. 
Under Case(D2), from Figure 5.1 or Figure 5.2, A is maximum at b ~  and c ~ .  Since 
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(B): b'<b <0 
(Bj):c > 0 (B2) :c < 0 (B3): c"=0 
^ / H (Bg a) : ^ a*" (B3 b ) : d^  (Bj a) d < a" (B|b) : a+ < d
( C ) : 0 < b ' < b  
(Ci):c+> 0 (C2):C+< G (C3): c+=0 
(C^): d < a" (C b):#< d' (C a):d > ^ (C b):d 
Figure 5.9 continued. 
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( D ) : O e ( b / ) .  
(D3): 0 £ (c,c ) (Dj):c > 0 
(Dj a) : b^c^= 0 (Dj b) : b^c^> 0 (D2a) : b c : b c =b c : b c >0 
(D^a(i))d >f (D^a(ii)):d (D,a(i)):d > a^ 
1 
Figure 5.9 continued. 
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b ~ c ~  > 0, we have Case(Z?2^)) which is when b ~ c ~  = 0 or Case(D2b), which 
is when b~c~ > 0. Under Case (Z)2a), from Figure 5.4 or Figure 5.8, we have 
Case(D2a(i)), which is when d'^ > or Case(D2a(ii)), which is when > (f"*". 
Under Case(Z)g), from Figure 5.1 or Figure 5.2, A is maximum at b~ and c~ or at 
6"'" and . So we have Case(J[)ga), which is when b~c~ > 6^'c"^ or Case(Dgb), 
which is when b~c~ < 6'^c"^. Therefore we have 20 cases to consider. 
Case(/li:[ d+ > a+ , b" = b+ = 0 ] 
Using Figure 5.4, K  is X { a , b , c , d )  evaluated at arbitrary a, the solitary b ,  arbitrary c 
and d'^. 
Case(A2):[ d+ < a+ , b" = b+ = 0 ] 
Using Figure 5.8, K  is X { a , b , c , d )  evaluated at a"^, the solitary 6, arbitrary c and 
a rb i t r a ry  d .  
Case(^ia):[ d+ < a" , b" < b+ < 0 , c" > 0 ] 
In this case, the maximum b e  is attained at 6"^ and c ~  with b ' ^ c ~  < 0. Using 
F igure  5 .3  o r  F igure  5 .4 ,  K  i s  X { a , b , c , d )  eva lua ted  a t  6"*" ,  c ~  and  d ~ .  
Case(j9ib):[ a+ < d" , b" < b+ < 0 , c~ > 0 ] 
Using Figure 5.3 or Figure 5.6, K  is X { a , b , c , d )  evaluated at a ~ , b ' ^ ,  c ~  and d ' ^ . 
Case(B2):[ b" < b+ < 0 , c" < 0 ] 
In this case, the maximum b e  is attained at b ~  and c ~  with b ~  c "  >  0. Using 
F igure  5 .5  o r  F igure  5 .7 ,  K  i s  X { a , b , c , d )  eva lua ted  a t  b ~ ,  c ~  and  d " ^ .  
Case(.B3a):[ d+ > a+ , b" < b+ < 0 , c~ = 0 ] 
Using Figure 5.4, K  is X { a , b , c , d )  evaluated at arbitrary a, arbitrary 6, c ~  and 
Case(^ 3b):[ d+ < a+ , b" < b+ < 0 , c" = 0 ] 
Using Figure 5.8, K  is X { a , b , c , d )  evaluated at a"*", arbitrary b ,  c ~  and arbitrary d .  
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Case(Ci):[ 0 < b" < b+ , c+ > 0 ] 
In this case, the maximum be is attained at 6"*" and c"*" with b"^> 0. Using 
Figure 5.5 or Figure 5.7,, K is X{a,b,c,d) evaluated at a"^, 6"*", c^" and . 
Case(C2a):[ d+ < a" , 0 < b" < b+ , c+ < 0 ] 
In this case, the maximum b e  is attained at b ~  and with b ~ c ^  < 0. Using 
F igure  5 .3  o r  F igure  5 .6 ,  K  i s  X { a , b , c , d )  eva lua ted  a t  a"^ ,  6~ ,  c"^  and  d ~ .  
Case(C2b):[ a+ < d~ , 0 < b" < b+ , c+ < 0 ] 
Using Figure 5.3 or Figure 5.6, K  is X { a , b , c , d )  evaluated at a ~ ,  b ~ ,  c"^ and d ' ^ .  
Case(C3a):[ d+ > a+ , 0 < b" < b+ , c+ = 0 ] 
Using Figure 5.4, K  is X { a , b , c , d )  evaluated at arbitrary a, arbitrary 6, c"^ and (("*". 
Case(C3b):[ a+ > d+ , 0 < b" < b+ , c+ = 0 ] 
Using Figure 5.8, K  is X { a , b , c , d )  evaluated at a"^, arbitrary 6, and arbitrary d .  
Case(£)ia(i)):[ d+ > a+ , 0 G [b~,b+] , b" ^  b+ , b+c+ = 0 , c" > 0 ] 
Using Figure 5.4, K is X{a,b,c,d) evaluated at arbitrary a, 6"^, c"*" and d'^. 
Case(J)ia(ii)):[ d+ < a+ , 0 6 [b~,b+] , b" ^  b+ , b+c+ = 0 , c" > 0 ] 
Us ing  F igure  5 .8 ,  K  i s  X { a , b , c , d )  eva lua ted  a t  a"*" ,  6"^ ,  c"*"  and  a rb i t r a ry  d .  
Case(Dlb):[ 0 G [b-,b+] , b~ ^ b+ , b+c+ > 0 , c~ > 0 ] 
Using Figure 5.5, K  is X { a , b , c , d )  evaluated at a"^, 6"^, c"^ and d " ^ .  
Case(D2a(i)):[ d+ > a+ , 0 G [b~,b+] , b" ^ b+ , b-c" = 0 , c+ < 0 ] 
Using Figure 5.4, tc is X{a,b,c,d) evaluated at arbitrary a, b~, c~ and d"^. 
Case(D24ii)):[ d+ < a+ , 0 G [b~,b+] , b" ^  b+ , b-c" = 0 , c+ < 0 ] 
Us ing  F igure  5 .8 ,  K  i s  X { a , b , c , d )  eva lua ted  a t  a"*" ,  b ~ ,  c ~  and  a rb i t r a ry  d .  
Case(£)2b):[ 0 G [b~,b+] , b" ^ b+ , b-c" > 0 , c+ < 0 ] 
Using Figure 5.5, K  is X { a , b , c , d )  evaluated at a"*", b ~ ,  c ~  and d " ^ .  
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C a s e { D ^ a ) : [  0 6 [b~,b+] , b" ^  b+ , b-c" > b+c+ , 0 G (c-,c+) ] 
In this case, b ~ c ~  >  0. For if b ~ c ~  = 0, then 6~ = 0 and this implies that 
b'^< 0, an impossibility in this case. Using Figure 5.5, K is X{a,b,c,d) evaluated 
at b~, c~ and d'^. 
C a s e { D ^ h ) : [  0 G [b-,b+] , b" ^  b+ , b-c" < b+c+ , 0 G (c-,c+) ] 
In this case, b"^> 0. For if h'^= 0, then 6"^ = 0 and this implies that 
b ~ c~ < 0, an impossibility in this case. Using Figure 5.5, k is X{a,b,c,d) evaluated 
at a"^, b'^, and d'^. 
Case (b). This section focuses on the case when all the elements of U  have 
complex eigenvalues. From (5.14) it is clear that 
For u { t )  =  ^  u i { t )  U 2 { t ) ^  , with u i { t )  G [ a  ,a+], «2(0 E [ b  ,6+], U3(<) G 
\ «3(0 u i i t )  j  
[c~,c'^], w^(f) G [d~,d'^], from (5.5) and (5.6) 
9 9 h { u ,  < f ) )  = —(îqu4 — tf2"3) cos"((^) + (w^ + W4) c o s { < f > )  sin((/>) — sin (</>) 
q { u ,  çi) = (1 - + i(2"3)sin(<;6) cos(<;6) + { u i  + U4) sin^(<?ii) 
and F { i i , ( j ) )  —  Before we pursue calculations on K, we will first find the 
u  £  U  that gives us the outer envelope and the u  Ç .  U  that takes least time to get 
from TT to 0 on P. We do this because the problem is solved if the two optimizing 
controls are the same. This amounts to minimizing F{u,(j)) and h{u^4>) respectively 
overwi(i) G [«-,0+], U2{t) G [b-,b+], u^{t) G [c-,c+], u^it) G [d-,d+]. 
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To begin, we analyze the behaviour of F  and h  with respect to = a G 
[ a ~ , a ' ^ ] , U 2 { t )  =  6 G [ b ~ , b ' ^ ] , u ^ { t )  = c G and = (f E [ d ~ , d ' ^ ]  sepa­
rately (i.e. with respect to one holding the other three constant). 
Case(i); The behaviour of F  and h  at any fixed angle ( j )  depends on b e  rather than 
on  b  and  c  separa te ly .  For  </>  €  [0 ,^ ] ,  F  decreases  wi th  b e  and  fo r  ( j )  E F  
increases with be. h increases with respect to be for every 4> E [0,7r]. 
Case(ii): Assuming b  =  b ,  e  =  c  and d  =  d ,  notice the following behaviour of F  and 
h  wi th  r e spec t  t o  a .  
Case(iia): Assume J > 0. For ( j )  G [0, arctan(J)], F  increases with a  and for 
4> G [a rc tan ( J ) ,  t t ]  F  decreases  wi th  a .  For  ( j )  G [0 ,  a rc t an ( (7 ) ]  h  decreases  wi th  a ,  
fo r  ( f >  G [a rc tan ( J ) ,  h  i nc reases  wi th  a  and  fo r  ( j )  G Tf]  h  decreases  wi th  a .  
Case(iib): Assume cl < 0. For ^ G [0, arctan(J)] F decreases with a and for 
(j) G [arctan(fl), TT] F increases with a. For 4> G [0,^] h increases with a, for 
(f> G [^, arctan(J)] h decreases with a and for G [arctan(J), TT] h increases with 
a .  
Case(iii): Assume 6 = 6, c = c and a = ci. Since F and h are symmetric in a and d 
switching a to d and d to à in Case(ii) give us the behaviour of F and h with respect 
to  d .  
For + 6c < 0, we must have 6c < 0 and a d  —  b e  >  0  for all 6 G [6~,6'^] 
and c G [c"", c"*"]. For ^ % vr, we find the minimizing a ,  6, , c, (Z by maximizing 
the derivatives of F and li with respect to (j) at (f) = TT. We find that, close to TT, the 
trajectory on P using the control a, 6, c, d with maximum determinant ad — be is 
the a, b, , c, d that minimizes F and h. Since our initial condition (f>Q = TT, this 
gives us the control to begin the outer envelope with. This implies that it would be 
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a good idea to begin the analysis by maximizing ad — be. 
We handle the cases in two parts. Case(l) deals with minimizing F  and h  over 
b and c. We can do this because a and d do not affect the behaviour oi F or h with 
respect b and c. Case(2) deals with minimizing F and h over a and d. Because 
0 ^ [6", 6"*"] and 0 ^ [c"", c"^], we have only two cases to consider under Case(l). In 
Case(la) we assume that the minimum be (maximum determinant) is attained at 
6"^ and c~, i.e when b~ > 0 and c"*" < 0. In Case(lb) we assume that the minimum 
be is attained at b~ and c"*", i.e when c~ > 0 and 6"^ < 0. We have four cases to 
handle under Case(2). In Case(2a) we assume that the maximum ad (maximum 
determinant) is attained at a"*" and (/"*". In Case(2b) we assume that the maximum 
ad (maximum determinant) is attained at a~ and cT. In Case(2c) we assume that 
the maximum ad (maximum determinant) is attained at a"^ and d~. In Case(2d) 
we assume that the maximum ad (maximum determinant) is attained at a~ and c?"^. 
Under Case(2a), we have sixteen possibilities, 8 cases when a"*" > d"^ and 8 
when The later 8 are got from the former 8 by leaving the + and - signs 
untouched and switching a to d and d to a. When the maximum of ad is at a'^ and 
d"^ , then both a"*" and d"^ must be nonnegative. So, in this case, a"*" > d"^ > 0. 
Obse rve  tha t  d ~  can  be  pos i t ive  o r  nega t ive ,  i . e .  d " ^  > d ~  >  0  o r  d " ^  > 0  >  d ~ .  
I f  d " ^  >  d ~  >  0 ,  t h e n  a ~  c a n  h a v e  a  v a l u e  e i t h e r  i n  a c i " ' " ] ,  [ 0 ,  o r  
(—00,0]. If d'^ >0 > d~, then a~ can have a value either in a"*"], [0, d"^], [cT, 0] 
or (—oo,</~"]. Thus we have the 8 cases when a"'" > Case(2ai) is the case when 
0 < d~ < d"^ < a~ < Case(2aii) is the case when 0 < d~ < a~ < d"^ < a"^, 
Case(2aiii) is the case when d~ < 0 < d'^ < a~ < a"*", Case(2aiv) is the case 
when d~ < 0 < a~ < d'^ < Case(2av) is the case when d~ < a~ < 0 < 
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J"*" < a"*", Case(2avi) is the case when a~ < d~ < 0 < d'^ < a"'", Case(2avii) 
is the case when 0 < a~ < d~ < d"^ < and Case(2aviii) is the case when 
a ~  < Q < d ~  < d ' ^  <  a + .  
In Case(2b) we assume that the maximum a d  is attained at a ~  and d ~ .  In 
this case, both a~ and d~ must be nonpositive. Under this case, we have sixteen 
possibilities, 8 cases when a~ > d~ and 8 from a~ < d~. The later 8 are got from 
the  fo rmer  8  by  l eav ing  the  +  and  -  s igns  un touched  and  swi tch ing  a  t o  d  and  d  t o  a .  
Case(2bi) is the case when d~ < d"^ < a~ < a"*" < 0, Case(2bii) is the case when 
d~ < d"^ < a~ < 0 < Case(2bin) is the case when d~ < a~ < d"^ < a"^ < 0, 
Case(2biv) is the case when d~ < a~ < a'^ < d'^ < 0, Case(2bv) is the case when 
d~ < a~ < < 0 < a"^, Case(2bvi) is the case when d~ < a~ < 0 < (f"*" < o"*", 
Case(2bvii) is the case when d~ < a~ < < 0 < and Case(2bviii) is the 
case when d~ < a~ < 0 < < d'^. 
In Case(2c) we assume that the maximum a d  is attained at and d ~ .  Note 
than in this case < 0 and d~ > 0. In Case(2d) we assume that the maximum 
ad is attained at a~ and In this case c/"^ < 0 and a~ > 0. 
Case(la):[ b~ > 0, c+ < 0 ] 
For any given € P, the b  and c that minimize F  and h  are best given by the 
following picture. 
min F " b ~ , c+ c~ -
min h -• b ' ^ , c ~  "  
This picture reads in the following manner: In order to achieve the outer envelope we 
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begin the solution at tt using 6"^ and c ~ .  Continue using 6"*" and c ~  till the solution 
hits Y' At ^ switch from 6"^ and c~ to h~ and . After the switch, continue using 
b~ and till the solution hits 0. In order to achieve the fastest solution we begin 
the solution at TT using 6"^ and c~ and continue using 6"^ and c~ till the solution 
hits 0. All the pictures that follow read this way. 
Case(lb):[ c" > 0, b+ < 0 ] 
0 I ^ 
minF 6+,c~ 6~,c+ -
min h b ~ ^  
Case(2ai):[ 0 < d~ < d+ < a~ < a+ ] 
0 (1) (2) (3) (4) § TT 
minF ^a+,c/~ " 
min h "—a'', d'^~^a~, d~—""" a'^,d'^ ^ 
where (1) = arctan((/~), (2) = arctan((/"*"), (3) = arctan(a~) and (4) = arctan(o"*"). 
Case(2aii):[ 0 < d" < a" < d+ < a+ ] 
0 (1) (2) (3) (4) f ^ 
minF ^cr.d-^ a+X" 
min h —a"*",(/"*"— a ~ , d ~  a ' ^ , d ' ^  ^  
where (1) = arctan(ti~), (2) = arctan(a"~), (3) = arctan(c/"^) and (4) = arctan(a"'"). 
Case(2aiii):[ 0 < d~ < 0 < d+ < a~ < a+ ] 
0 (1) (2) (3) $ (4) TT 
min F a'^,d a'^,d'^ 
min h d+^r,d+^ a ~ , d ~  a + ,  < / + -
I l l  
where (1) = arctan((i"^), (2) = arctan(a ), (3) = arctan(o"*") and (4) = arctan(<i ). 
Case(2aiv):[ 0 < d" < 0 < a" < d+ < a+ ] 
0 (1) (2) (3) f (4) ^ 
min F " d ~  a + ,  d +  "  
mm h a-,d- a+,d+-
where (1) = arctan(a ), (2) = ai-ctan((Z"*"), (3) = arctan(a"'') and (4) = arctan(c? ) 
Case(2av):[ 0 < d" < a" < 0 < d+ < a+ ] 
0 (1) (2) $ (3) (4) ;r 
min F , d ~  a + ,  d +  -
min h " a~,d~ """ ,d"^ " 
where (1) = arctan(c/"^), (2) = arctan(a"^), (3) = arctan(d"~) and (4) = arctan(a~). 
Case(2avi):[ 0 < a~ < d~ < 0 < d+ < a+ ] 
0 (1) (2) f (3) (4) ^ 
min F o+,(Z+ 
min h a ,d a'^^d'^ " 
where (1) = arctan((/"^), (2) = arctan(a"*"), (3) = arctan(a~') and (4) = arctan(£?~) 
Case(2avii):[ 0 < a~ < d~ < d+ < a+ ] 
0 (1) (2) (3) (4) § ;r 
min F -ti", d~^r, d+^ a+, d~ ^ a+, c/+ -
min h — a + , d +  —  a ~ , d ~  -
where (1) = arctan(a~), (2) = arctan((f"*"), (3) = arctan(f/^") and (4) = arctan(o"*"). 
Case(2aviii):[ a~ < 0 < d~ < d+ < a+ ] 
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TT 0 (1) (2) (3) f (4) 
min F ^a+,ci+ " 
min h a-.d' o+, " 
where (1) = arctan((i~), (2) = arctan(d"^), (3) = arctan(a"'') and (4) = arctan(a~). 
Case(2bi):[ d~ < d+ < a" < a+ < 0 ] 
0 f (1) (2) (3) (4) TT 
m i n F  ^a~ a~ ,d~ 
m i n h  a ' J '  —  a + , t / + —  
where (1) = arctan(c/~), (2) = arctan((/"*"), (3) = arctan(a"") and (4) = arctan(a"^). 
Case(2bii):[ d" < d+ < a" < 0 < a+ ] 
0 W f (2) (3) (4) TT 
m i n F  « + , ( / -  a + , c / +  ^ a " , t ï ~ ,  
m i n h  a ~ , d ~  —  a ' ^ , d ' ^  — ' ~ ^ a ~ ,  d ' ^ - — t i ~ ,  d " ^  
where (1) = arctan(a'^), (2) = arctan(d~), (3) = arctan(d"^) and (4) = arctan(a~"). 
Case(2biii):[ d" < a" < d+ < a+ < 0 ] 
0 f (1) (2) (3) (4) TT 
m i n F  a + , d +  a - , d -  "  
m i n  h  a ~ ,  d ~  " " " — a ' ^ , d ' ^ —  a ~ ,  d ~  "  
where (1) = arctan((/~), (2) = arctan(a~), (3) = arctan(<i"^) and (4) = arctan(a"'"). 
Case(2biv):[ d" < a" < a+ < d+ < 0 ] 
0 f (1) (2) (3) (4) TT 
min F a + ,  d +  ^  a ~ ,  d ~  "  
min h a ~ ,  d ~  — - •  a ~ ,  d ~  "  
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where (1) = arctan(d ), (2) = arctan(a ), (3) = ai'ctan(a"^) and (4) = arctan((("*"). 
Case(2bv):[ d" < a" < d+ < 0 < a+ ] 
0 (1) f (2) (3) (4) TT 
minF ^ a-,d-
min h " a ~ , d ~  a ~ ^ d ~  "  
where (1) = arctan(a"^), (2) = arctan(c?~), (3) = arctan(a~) and (4) = arctan(c?"^). 
Case(2bvi):[ d" < a" < 0 < d+ < a+ ] 
0 (1) m f (3) (4) ^ 
minF " a ~  , d ~  -
min h a ~ ,  d ~  ^  d ' ^ —  a ~ ,  d ~  "  
where (1) = arctan(f/"'"), (2) = arctan(a~^), (3) = arctan((/'~) and (4) = arctan(a~). 
Case(2bvii):[ d" < a" < a+ < 0 < d+ ] 
0 (1) i (2) (3) (4) y 
minF a ~ , d +  a ~ , d ~  "  
min h a ~ , d ~  — a ' ^ , d ' ^ —  a ~ , d ~  
where (1) = arctan(<i'^), (2) = arctan((i~"), (3) = arctan(a~) and (4) = arctan(a"^). 
Case(2bviii):[ d~ < a~ < 0 < a+ < d+ ] 
0 (1) (2) f (3) (4) ^ 
min F a ~ , d +  a + , d +  a ~ , d ~  
min h a ~ , d ~  a ~ , d ~  
where (1) = arctan(a"^), (2) = arctan(f/"'"), (3) = arctan((/~) and (4) = arctan(a~). 
Case(2c):[ a+ < 0 , d" > 0 ] 
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0 (1) (2) ? (3) (4) IT 
min F a+,d+ a+,d-
min h a-,d- —a+,c/+— a+,d- " 
where (1) = arctan(d~"), (2) = arctan((Z'^), (3) = arctan(a~) and (4) = arctan(a"^). 
Case(2d):[ d+ < 0 , a" > 0 ] 
0 (1) (2) f (3) (4) % 
min F a+,(Z+ a ~ , d +  "  
min h —a+,ti+— 
where (1) = arctan(a~), (2) = arctan(a^"), (3) = arctan(c/"~) and (4) = arctan(c("*"). 
From this analysis, we see that both F and h are minimized by the same 
a  e  b  E [6",6"*"], c € [c~,c^"], d  6 only for ^ G and 
not for (j) G [0, This means that, in order to find the strategy for k it is not 
enough to analyse the outer envelope and the fastest path separately. 
For covenience of notation, let us define the following terms for u  =  
D { u )  ; =  a d  —  b e  —  
B { < j ) , u )  := tan(çi) -
• =  F { u , 0 ) d 0  
1^^ { D { u )  + + (tan(^y))^) 
2 ^ (D(w) + (B(^y,u))2)(l + (tan(<^^))2) 
f  
a  b  
c  d  
yâw yaw ^ / D M  
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.11)  
— [arctanÇ^i*^''"') - arctan(^'/'^'"*)] 
yzw /DW ysw 
yâW .(-DM+(-S(«'i>ti))^)(l+(tan(^f))2) 
°«'(J)(^)+(B(^f.«))'.^)(l+(tan(j..-))^)' „ + 
„eta„(^)-arcta„(M) ^ ^ 
\/3M yZw 
for all ( j ) ^  >  < P f -  III this section, since we want u { t )  to have complex eigenvalues, we 
have D { u )  >  0 for all u  E U .  We are striving to find max Q(7r, 0, w). We have just 
ueU 
found the strategy û Ç. U that simultaneously maximizes Ip{ir,^,u) and minimizes 
I h i T r , ^ , u ) .  
/ ^ ( 7 r , | , u )  +  l p { ^ , 0 , u )  / ^ ( 7 r , | , û )  +  l p { ^ , 0 , u )  
So, 
^ //j(7r,^,ti) +//j(^,0,u) //j(7r,^,u) + 7/^(^,0,u) 
Take the special case when = a ~  and = d ~ .  Define the scalar control 
V := yjD{u). Notice that (6c) G [(6c)"~,(ic)"^] where (6c)"^ denotes the maximum 
value of (be) and {bc)~ denotes the minimum value of (6c). This implies that our 
new con t ro l  v  now be longs  to  where  co r responds  to  (6c )~  and  v ~  
corresponds to (6c)"'". Since v  is a square root, v ~  >  0. From the previous analysis, 
we know that u"*" is the optimum control to be used by the solution, in [^,7r] (see 
Case(la) and Case(lb)). Let 
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where I p  and are redefined in terms of v  instead of in terms of u. By observing 
that lim Q(7r,0, u ) =  lim Q(7r, 0, %;) = —, we know that Q(7r, 0, u) is not 
v-*(v+)- v-*0+ ^ 
monotone on v .  And by observing that lim Q i  i  i  )  _  —  ,  <  
d v  ( „ + ) 2  +  ( â ^ ) 4  
0, we know that Q { n , 0 , v )  attains atleast one maximum in [0, Therefore, using a 
constant v  for the solution in [0, will not give us the maximal Lyapunov exponent. 
This proves that switching of controls is necessary in [0, ^]. Due to the complicated 
expressions, analytical results for the calculation of K in general are difficult to come 
by and so the calculation is done computationally. The algorithm is discussed in 
Remark 4.5 (Chapter 4). 
Case (c). This section deals with the case when U  has some elements with real 
eigenvalues and some with complex. We use the terms defined in Case(b) and define 
the following terms: 
a  +  d  
:= —^ \ I - D { u )  
: =  F { u , 0 ) d 0  
<f>i 
1 + (tan(^y))^) 
2 ^  { D { u )  +  { B { < l ) j , u ) ) ' ^ ) { l  +  { t a n { ( j > i ) ) ' ^ )  
^ (tan(^f) - y(w))(tan(<^^) - J(«)) 
" log[--——=4 ,—7773^]} 
••= 1'/ 
2 y J - D { u )  - J(u))(tan(^J - V { u ) )  
h { u , 0 )  
_ 1 J ^(tan(çiy) - y(u))(tan(<?i^-) - «^("))^ 
2 y / - D { u )  ( t a n ( ^ y )  -  J ( u ) ) ( t a n ( ^ J  -  V ( i / ) )  '  
where ( f ) ^  and ( j > j  are the initial angle and final angle traversed on P and D { u )  <  0. 
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So, these are new terms defined when u  has real eigenvalues( the reason for the super 
script "r", on and Ij). Ip{(j>j^,(j)j,u) denotes the change in the natural logarithm 
of the solution of (5.8) using a constant control, when the initial point of the solution 
on P is and the final point of the solution on P is j',u) denotes the 
time taken by a solution of (5.5) using a constant control, moving in the direction of 
the vector field, such that the initial point of the solution on P is (f)^ and the final 
point of the solution on P is Because of the structure of U, we can divide the 
controls into those that satisfy the hypothesis of Case (a) and those that satisfy the 
hypothesis of Case(b), and use the results in Case(a) and Case(b) to calculate the 
maximum Lyapunov exponents in each of the cases separately. That is not enough 
to calculate K. From Theorem 4.13 (Chapter 4), we also need to compute Floquet 
exponents of periodic trajectories with periodic piecewise constant controls, some of 
whose pieces have real eigenvalues and the other pieces having complex eigenvalues. 
We study the case when a  and c l  are fixed, to see how the calculation of K  
dejDends on the product (be). Under our hypothesis, the maximum value of (6c) must 
be greater than or equal to —(^^^)^ and the minimum value of (6c) must be less 
than —{^2^^)^. The direction of the vector fields and equilibria on P are given in 
Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11. Figure 5.10 is in case (^^) < 0 and Figure 5.11 is in 
case (^^^) > 0. In Case(b), we minimized F and h simultaneously on [^,7r]. This 
optimization process nowhere required that D{u) should be positive. So the results 
for the optimizing a, 6, c, d on 7r] from Case(b), give the controls to be used on 
[^,7r] by the periodic solutions that are candidates for the realization of K. In this 
case, the 6 and c that give the minimum value of (6c) is the piece of the optimizing 
control to be used on Finding the remaining pieces of the optimizing control. 
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n 
a+d 
•Arctan( ) 
(be) 
a-d 
Figure 5.10: Switching curves when (^4^) 0. 
involves maximizing expressions involving Ip, Ip, and /^. This seems like a 
complex task and so we stop here and proceed in our calculation of K using numerics. 
Next, we study the case when d ,  b  and c are fixed, to see how the calculation of 
K depends on a. In order to have complex eigenvalues, (be) must be negative. The 
direction of the vector fields and equilibria on P are given by Figure 5.12, Figure 5.13 
and Figure 5.14. Figure 5.12 is in case d — \/—bc < 0 < d + \/—hc, Figure 5.13 is in 
case d — y/—bc > 0 and Figure 5.14 is in case d + \/—bc < 0. We need to calculate 
the Lyapunov exponents of periodic solutions on P and equilibria on P inorder to 
calculate K. Just like in case(i), the results of Case(b) can be used here too, to get 
the optimizing a on 7r]. Finding the optimizing control to be used by periodic 
solution on [0, ^], involves maximizing expressions involving Ip, Ip, and /^, that 
are defined in case(i). We resort to numerics in the rest of our calculations because 
of the complexity of the optimization functions. Since the whole system is 
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a+d 
Arctan( ) 
Tbc) 
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Figure 5.11: Switching curves when > 0. 
ÏÏ 
Artctan( d-V-bc ) 
Artcian( d+x/tc" ) y ,  
d-2 \|bc d+2\/-be 
Figure 5.12: Switching curves when 6,c and d are constants such that d — sqrt[—bc) 
is negative and d + s(irt{—bc) is positive. 
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Y. 1 
Aitctan( d+V-bc ) 
t _ 
Artctan( d- V-bc ) 
d+2s/ -be 
Figure 5.13: Switching curves when 6,c and d are constants such that 
d — sqrt{—bc) > 0. 
JC 
Artctan( d+Vlbc" ) 
Artctan( d- v-bc ) 
d-2 \|bc 
Figure 5.14: Switching curves when 6,c and d are constants such that 
d -f- sqrt{—bc) < 0. 
symmetric in a and d, we can get the dependence of K  on d, when a, b and c are fixed. 
What we have just discussed above does not help in calculating K for our system, but 
gives us an idea of the countless periodic trajectories that are candidates for K. 
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